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Students question

•
insurance
coverage_
after ·fire: in trailer
_ By Travis Akin
Daily Egyptian Reporter

H The fire made

When Jenna Smith s:iw th~·dcv- .
me think and
astation a recent fire \•;rcaked upon,
realize that the.re IS
her neighbor's trailer at Crab
Orchard Lake Mobile Hom1:s, she
more money in
was left questioning her own in~ur-·
ance coverage.
things inside my
Smith, the neighbor from whose
· trailer the victim's called 911 10
trailer than I
report the fire, s.1id she immediately
realized. 11
checked her insurance policy to see
ifit CO\'en.-d her belongings. ·
"I looked at my policy. and I am
fe1111a Smith,
in the process of finding out what is
Fire victim's neighbor
·covered," Smith said. "The fire
made me think and realize that there their prize possessions with mom
is more money in things in~idc my and dad. They try to get by without
trailer than I realized."
it."
For the victims, who \\'\.'re SIUC
John Owen, a senior in architccstudents, of the Aug. 26 fire, the turc from Chatham. said fire insurblazc meant a total loss lx:c:111.,;e they
did not have fire insurance for their ance is not a big concern lx-cau.,;e he
said he and his roommate are both
pos=ion~ inside the trailer, Smith very concerned with safety.
said.
"My roommate and I arc both
Smith said William Bailey, a pretty conscious of things like makjunior in accounting from Bone Gap, ing sure the gas !!Ove is turned off,"
wa.~ the owner of the trailer and his Owen said. "Because we arc conpolicy only CO\'ered damage 10 the scious of safety, there is no real ·
ouL~ide of the trailer. Bailey was_ . threat of 3 fire, When J get my own
-. ·un:wailable for comment: • ·
· · home, though, I will ha\'c fire in.\ur"Bailey knew he had a policy that ance.''
CO\'crcd the out~ide of the trailer, but
Other students such as Kevin
when he looked al his policy, he did Taylor, a second-year graduate stunol find anything that pertained to dent in theater from Oakland, Ky.,
the inside of the trailer," Smith said. said fire insurance is nccess:uv.
Smith said her neighbors were
Taylor said his computer i• so
devastated by the fire. She said the important 10 school and business
only belongings her neighbors have that he sends copies of the invoices
left arc beds.
from pu!Chascs he makes for his
"When' they came over to call computer to his insurance company.
911, there were hurls of black smoke He said in case ofa fire, he would be
coming from the trailer, and the able 10 get those items replaced.
flames burned the trailer ·down in
Taylor said it is not unusual for
about three minutes," Smith said. graduaic students to be concerned
"When they walked out, they did not with their belongings. '
even have shoes on their feel
"We tend to be niore linanci_ally
'They have nothing. and they still
.
POLICY, page 8
have 10 worry about their tla.=s.
~'ts~~ey even had to buy new
Gus Bode
0

P1to1os Br A•IY S11,,U1S - The D.1ily· f1117>1i.1n
I

Brice Dion (iop), a senior i11 exercise science from
Ncrvlo11, does i11lt'l1se bo11lderi11g al Sheller One al
Giant City Slate Park Wednesday evening.
Michael Balsie (left), a freslm:an ill elementary
ed11calio11 from Mahomet, praclices his climbing
skills 011 the climbiug wall at the Rec. Center
Tuesday ,Tt:11i11g.

J
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\
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_Climbers can boulder indoors or outdqors
,

at the SIUC Recreation Center.
cles. but in simulated rock climbBatsie, a freshman in elemen- ing, the rocks arc big and positary education from Mahomet. tive," he said. ''You can gel your
said he began climbing in a park grip inside these rocks. Rocks like
car al.-cident in his juni<'r year near his hometown after his ncci- that arc sc:i.rcc in real rock climbof high ~hool kept Michael dent. BaL~ie said it was his first ing." ·
·Batsic in a wheelchair for auempt al ruck climbing.
BaLsie said he w.L~ able to ~ale
three months. Rock elimbir,g is
.. I began climbing around rocks the entire wall in the R~-crcation
what got him out. ·
not more than 20 feet, and thi:n I Center the first time he tried.
"I was watching some guyw staned going to an indoor climbBatsie said he has climbed
i:limbing on television and it ing gym in Champaign \\here the rocks in the Grand Tetons in
inspired me to get out 'and do wall was 30 to 35 feet high," he Wyoming, outdoor_ mountain
something spontaneous," he said. said.
··
rJ11gcs and Giant City State Park.
"TI1rough bouldering outside, I •.· . Batsie said he w:is inspired by
Although some people learn
built up my strength and moved Hugh Herr, a rock climber who rock climbing on real rocks and
on to bigger climbs both indoors got frostbite during a climb and others on simulated walls. rock
am! outdoors."
·
Jost his legs from the kneecap climbers agree that the ·wall is
.
· good practice.
Bouldering is a sport where the down.
·. _
rc::k climbers do r.ot exceed 20
"He is still climbing," he said. · Ryan Hughes, a sophomore in
feet. while in actual rock climb- "It made me want 10 do some~ aviation ~Jnagement. from
kg. the athletes climb higher dis- thing." ·
Rockford;~id he has been out-_
tanccs.
,
. Although Batsie likes lo climb side rock climbing for seven
Whether an experienced veter- on outside rocks heller than on years. ,
.•
an at rock climbing or a novice at simulated walls, such a.~ the one
Hughes said the wall is. a good
the sport. Batsie and some other in the R=tion Center, he said way to keep up practice in rock
rock climbers said they agree that the wall helps to keep up his climbing.
·_ . ...
they can build up their strength, strength.
..
"You can make this as hard a.~
endurance and skill either on a
·"The wall . prepares · ;:ou
.
.
.
mountain or on the climbing wall because it worY.s out your mussee BOULDER, page 8 ·
By Tracy Taylor

Daily Egyptian Rt•porter

A

Fire reports from the blaze state
that little or nothing could be salvaged from the fire.
Many students do not have fire
insurance and sometimes do not
e\'en think about it. Carbondale Fire
Chief Michael Bilderback said.
"Most students do not worry
about fire insurance," Bilderback
said. •They normally do not have a
lot of valu~bles because they lea\'e

Gussays:Of

course I have
insurance on
my copy of
Poison's
N0pcn Up
andSayAhh"
·CD.·
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Cold Sores?

Apply LYCALL OINTMENT
whon you fool that first tin•
~~-:..~~ta°uf~\da1tt~fft
has, LYCALL OINTMENT
may holp got rid ol it in a·

o~JJam'-'?:
tr~~n~~~~5
fora Gmto:
CALEB LABORATORIES,
INC. 529 S. Seventh St
Minneapolis, MN 55415,
Satlslactlon guaranteed.

NEW LOCATION
830 W. Walnut St.

· Carbondale

NEW HOURS
Sun-Wed II am-I am
Thurs-Sat II am-3 am ·

NEW DRIVE THRU SERVICE

We Deliver!
549-311311
~-.. ,. I WING-IT i I

--- -

I
I
I

2 Pounds of
Buffalo Wings and
2-200::·Drinks

$8.50

COPIFS.
C()PJIISl
NOT

.llilllMII

I I
I I
I I

Buy a Large at
Regular .Price & Get
a Small I-Topping.

FREE

sclf~icc;

N0(£0(Xl,.;th
01hcroffcrs.

I
I
I
I

Limited time

· •

ing • Study, Work, & Travel
Abroad, 7 p.m., University"
Museum Auditorium, Fancr Hall.
Cor.tact Thomas at 453-7670.

Asian-American
Council Prospective Member Bash
• free food & drinks, Sept. 7, 5 to
7 p.m. Contact Andy at l51-1172
or Dana at 457-2773.

• A mandatory meeting for all

• Liberal Arts special populaUSSF licc1t,;cd soccer referees, 8 lions (disabled, debate team, SLA',
p.m., Murdale Baptist Church; RA's, honors, athletes, student
2601 W. Main. Contact Mi~e at workers) can make advisement
453-3228 or 89j-4217.
. appointments for Spring 1997
,
.
·.,in Faner 1229 beginning Sept.
• .~mcrtcan Red Cross Blood . 6. · Art, Design, and Music
Dme, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Student students should contact their advisCentcr; 12 to 5 p.m., Kcsnar Hall; crs.
2 to 8 p.m., Rec. Center. Contact
Vivian at 457-5258.
• · Cascade of Colors Balloon
Festival, Sept. 6 • 8, Southern
-~ SIUC Library Affairs "E-mail
Illinois Airport. Volunteers needusing Eudora (MacIntosh)"
ed. Contact Saluki Volunteer
Seminar, I to 3 p.m., Morris Corps at 453-5714.
Library Room BC. · Contact
Undergraduate Desk at 453-2818 • American Red Cross Blood
to register.
Drive, Sept. 6, 12 to 5 p.m.,
Hall. Contact Vivian at
• Carbondale Otirens' Commit• Trueblood
457>5258.
tee violence seminar, 6 to. 8 p.m.,
Carbondale 11.S. East Campus. • · SIUC
Library
Affairs
Conwct Karen at 453-3269.
--- "PsychLit" Seminar, Sept. 6, 10 to
11 a.m., Morris Library 1030
• Film Alternatives & . Big Contact Undergraduate Desk at
Muddy Film Festival information- 453-2818.
al meeting, 5 p.m., Comm. 1116.
People with fundraising and pub- • International Spouses Group
licity experience needed. Contact welcome party for international
Takac at 453-1482.
students' wives and other interestcd women, Sept. 6, 10 to 11 :30
.
• Sophists student roundtable a.m., International Student
~iscussing 1996 Presidcntial clcc- Council Office in Student Center
t10~,. 5 p.m., Student Ccnt~r . Basement. Contact Beth at 453~~u3vi~3~fm A. Contact David : 5 4 . .
Center Happy Hour • Silver Wings interest meeting, •endInterfaith
of week party, no agenda, no
6:30 p.m., Aerospace Studies

• Habitat for Humanity meeting,

alcohol, Sept. 6, 4 to 7 p.m.,
Interfaith Center, comer of Grand
& Illinois avenues. Contact Sue at
S49-7387.

7 p.m., Student Center Kaskaskia
Roo~. Contact Karen at 549-7387.

• Mass Black Student meeting,
sponsored by Black Think Tank. 9
-,, to 10: 15 p.m.,· Student Center
111inois Room. Contact Bro. Enoch
at 529-0022.

l::!."!:.:;,::,'::::-11 •
r..,,.,p~olo111 .... ,nlo-

UPCOMING
• United

· Building. Contact Hilary at
549-62M.
·

offer

lr-~:1~~~;;_:·, IJ.Jl-9~' I
•~~~~

TODAY
• .S1udy Abroad Programs meet•

7?

8h11

---- -"

dtiil~~~/\~-1_____._'._.___. ~--

Ii

- :. I

~------'

• Black Think Tank tables, 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., Student Center Hall
of Fame. Contact Bro. Enoch at
529-0022.

DAMON·WAYANS ADAM.SANDLER·
CCU RACY D E S K - - - - - - (P(.113)

(PG)
(5:15)

Cb&1n ReacUon
Tbur

(R)

•

(500) 8,00

A Time to Kill

Tbur

(R)
(5:10) B:IB

(PGl3)

'Ibe Jaland of Dr. Moreau
Tbur

(PGl3)

(5:40) ILOS

Coma~ Undor Fire
Tbu,

8:15

S..lo
Tbur

(S,30) 7:45

In Wednesday's Daily Eg)ptian story, "Life's blood," Trueblood was
left out a<; a site for donating blood on campus. Trueblood will be open to
donors from noon to 5 p.m.

(R)
(R)

In Wednesday's DE story, "Man confesses to robbing barbecue, heallh
worker," the story should have said Riddle confessed to the robberies at
4:30 a.m. Tuesday.

The DE regrets the errors.
If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily

Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, cxtcnsi~n 233 or 228.
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CARBONDALE ,

By Sheila Stowers_
Daily Egypli,ln Reporter

Accident victim dies
ll1c five-year-old tlaughlcr of
two SIUC ~lodents dk-tl Aug. 30
from injuries sustainl!d in a car
accidcnl on lnlcr..latc 57. about
75 miles north of Marion.
Cai1lcn l\lumfonl, the daughter of Jnson amt Mcghan
Mumford. died al 11:55 r,.m. at
the Carle Founda1ion Hospi1al in
Urbana..
Illinois State Police in
Effingham said Ja.,on Mumfonl.
25. a junior in physical cducalion from McHenry, wa, driving
northbound with his family
when he lo~t conlrul of the ,·chicle, hit a median and slruck a
bridge support at 1:15 p.m. Aug.
30.
The family of four first was
taken 10 St. Anlhony's Hospital
in Effingham. Mcghan
Mumford, 23, a sophomore in
psychology from Mcl-lenry. and
1he Mumford's son Jacob. 2.
were trealed and released.
Caillcn and Jason Mumford
were transferred to Carle
Foundation Hospital.
Jason Mumfonl wa, admitted
to th~ hospital in serious condition. but hospilal officials said
his condition ha, been upgraded
t'l stable. .
He has since been transported
10 Lutheran General Hospilal in
Park Ridge.

CARBONDALE
Memorial Hospital gets
S 1 million for baby care
The Memorial Hospital of
Carbondale recei\·cd an addi-tional SI million in slale fund.,
lo provide ob~tctrical perinatal
(premalurc birth) care to 1,100
young Medicaid pa1icnts this
ear, hospital administrator
:Corge Maroney says.
Maroney said the hospital"s
, 1s1e1rics unit will dcliver about
2.200 babies this year.
Of those babies. half will be
Medicaid rccipienls, Maroney
said.
In addition to delivering
babies. Maroney said lhc hospi1al provides a neonatal inlcnsivc
care unit for premature infants
and infants who arc born wi1h
infeclions and other health
problems.
Of the 200 infants in that unit,
65 percent arc Medicaid
palicnts. he said.

When Diana Gregory came lo 1he
IJnited Slate., a, a summer camp art
counselor in 1980, ~he ~id 1hc children at the camp tried to make her
foci al home by helping her with her
English.
Gregory, 38. from Bogol:l.
Colombia. said chat ahhough her
English was weak. she had liule
trouble adjusling lo the American
way oflife bccau~ of her extensive
world tra\'cling.
lier husband. George Gregory,
67, a ma~tcr's student in linguistics
frum SIUC, said that his wire adapted very quickly to American culture.
.
··111 some ways Diana is not a typical Colombian," he said. "Born and
rai!.Cd in the capital and ha\'ing traveled internaliun:llly, she wouldn'I
ha\'c any trouble adjusting anywhere."
Diana Gregory said she relurned
lo Colombia lo study English after
, spending the summer in the Unilcd
Staie., in 1980. While she wa~ there,
she met and married George
Gregory, who wa~ in Bogota teaching English.
The couple said 1hey decided to
mo\'.: to the Uni1cd Slates pern1anen1ly when their son Greg W':t~ six
months old because of lerrorist
ac1ivi1y in Bogota at'the time.
"At the time I was there. we suffered a lol with bombs in the city,"
Diana Gregory, said. "It was so
scary to just go anyplace.
"My mom lived in an area where
there were a lot of politicians and
important J)\.'Ople, and someone put
a truckload of cxplosi\'eS in the
area Fortunately, it didn't go off."
She said that she and her husband
wanted to feel safe taking Greg
Alexander, 5, to the park or to the
supermarket. So they mo\'ed back
lo America.
, "I really enjoy living here," Diana
Gregory said. "I appreciate so many
little things that make J;fc ca~icr. I
can go with my kid anywhere."'
The Gregory family lived in
Florida before mo\'ing to
Carbondale a year ago so that
George Gregory could work on his
degree.
Diana Gregory said she enjoys
liying in Carbondale because there
arc so many inlemalionals and so
many opportunities for cultural
exchange.
She is now 1he new president of
lhc ln1ernational Spouses• Group,
which pro\'idcs ac1ivitics for the,
spouses of inlcmational students at

A',Mllf 8.\U -

The DJi/y fgypliJn

Dia11a Gregory, preside11t of tlic l11tematio11al Spo!lSt'S' Group, pusl;i'Shcr SC/I Greg Alcxa11dcr'. 5, 011 a tire
srvi11g after school:-": : , ,
·
,
, , , , ,
·

H Sometimes the wives get a little lost in the

commotion of moving to another coun~·
and getting the husb~d set up. 11
Beth Moc/mick,
Director of com1111111ity relatio11s
for i11tcmatio11al programs and services
SIUC. She said she is happy to help
intcmalionals who arc 1101 adjusting
to the American cullme a., quickly
as she did.'
Diana Gregory said she got
involved in the International
Spouses' Group because she want-

n C IHn

ed to learn about other cullures. She
said the group has helped her make
friends with ocher internationals
whom she would not otherwise
ha,·e had a chance lo meet
Beth Mochnick, director of community relalions for intemalional

programs ;nd ~crvice,~. said in:my
of the international wives left
careers behind to be with their husbamfa while they attend school.
"Somclimcs the wives get a linle
lost in the commotion of moving 10
another country and getting the husband set up, especially if lheir
English isn't really strong,"
Mochnick said. "The wives'get isolaled."
.
.
George and Diana Gregory both
are happy living in Carbondale.
They said they enjoy the cultural
awareness provided by the international population in Carbondale.
They also said they like the rela•
ti\'e =ri1y of Southern Illinois and
the freedom they enjoy while
spending time with their son.

ar too!

Just dial 1-800-COLLECT and use any local. calling card.·
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~·~/
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DITORIAL

i----------

M~litary strike was

justified because
of ·Iraqi's. invasion
f·-

PRESIDENT BILI., CLINTON AUTHORIZED THE
use of military force Tuesday when the United State~ military fired cruise missiles on certain Iraqi air defenses.
This action was in direct response to Iraq's continual
refusal to pull out of the surrounding Kurdish territories.
Whether or not this· decision was a political ploy by
Clinton in order to gain voter support before the upcoming
election remains to be seen. No matter what the ·reasoning is
behind it, the military action taken was certainly justifiable.
Despite the numerous threats to withjraw from. the surrounding territory, Iraqi forces continued to invade the city
• of Irbil, the capitol of Northern Iraq, and then began to
move towards the city of Sulaymaniyah. ·
Sulaymaniyah served as the headquarters for political
groups, one of which is the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan,
which controlled key areas until the Iraqi invasion.
IRAQI FORCES HAD CAPTURED A MAJOR
population center Monday, with a 20,000 plus soldier division,' and then continued to move further into Kurdistan.
After this action, the president signed a directive stating
that action needs to be taken and that military action would
·
·
be used if necessary.
Even though Turkish, Iraqi and United Nations officials
reported to the White House that the forces had been withdrawn from Jrbil, the Iraqi anny began to move toward its
.
current goal of Sulaymaniyah.
Justifying military actions can be difficult, especially
when taking into account the potential death rate from such
a strike.
Military action should only be taken after all other steps
have been exhausted. The casualty rate, of both civilian and
military personnel, can climb rapidly from strike missions
such as this one. But the steps taken by Clinton this time
have served as a way to stop many more deaths from occurring.

ETIE~~;TQTH~ EDITO~.

1-------------

·Student applauds_ protestors
I applaud the black students who
The'black students that protested
came to the Free Forum area . about the cartoon show that they
protesting lhe cartoon on page 5 of won't be taken for granted. At least
the DE on Friday. Aug: 30, 1996.
they got out and talked about it.
Whoever put this cartoon in must
As a sympathetic white male. I
be out of their mind~ lo think that know what it is like to be hit with
blacks can be, exploited. haln:d.
.
I've been hated because I learn
Republicans simply are playing
diffcrenlly becau.c;c of the disability
with fire.
There is no surprise that racism. that I have - autism. Now why
and sexism exist in this counuy. I would peoole hate people like me
per.;onally suffer from a learning because of that?! ·
disability. I wondere\'ery now and
I've lived with a learning disabilthen if there is a lenn that describes ity my whole life. The people who
the haln:d of the learning disabled. pul this oulr.lgeously dumb. foolish
Anyone 1ha1 disrespects the cartoon in should be arrested for
le:iming disabled should be required discrimination and harassment.
I want lo ask lhe same people lhis
to take civic courses or classes lo
le:im about different kind~ of people question: How would you feel if
someone did this 10 you?
that exist throughout the world.

Personally, people who discriminate against others because of their
race, gender, sexual orientation,
nationality and disability should nol
go unpunished.
Also, anyone who thinks about
putting a cartoon that discriminates
agninsl certain groups of people in
any newspaper should be knowledgeable of the people they arc trying lo victimize before putting
garbage likcthal in a newspaper.
In closing, lei's uy to love and
like each other for their abilities and
their characters, and not by the
color of their skin and/or handicaps
they might have.

MikeRiclr
se~ior, information managemenl

Clinton not doing a ve~y.goocl job

KURDISTAN HAS BEEN OPPRESSED BY IRAQ
I jusl finished re:iding Brian bill he just signed and the one he Bll~h's 12-year adminis1r.1tion, and.
for morc than 40 years. Intelligence reports even stated that Oardy's leuer to the l."t!itor about ,·e1oed three limes is that it is now despite Clinton's promise, taxes .
Welfare Bill and was appalled eight months closer 10 an election. ha\'e been increased multiple times.
Iraqi troops were hunting down people belonging to oppo- the
Mr. Clardy. your "undying supwith the ignorance which my eyes
You say that we need lo give
sition groups and executing them, as well as holding mass beheld.
Americans the tools they need to pon" :ind uus1 of the president will
be the death of this country.
executions in the city of lrbil as they entered the new cities
Mr. Clardy, as a doctoral student control their lives.
in history, your article is a clear
:t pains me 10 see that you think Ignorance will be 1he death of lhi~
by force.
supponing the theory that Democrats protect your freedom country.
.
Dealings with Saddam Hussein in the past have always example
Do you want a go\'emment that
intelligence cannot be learned.
beucr than Republicans.
been marred, because it always seems to come down to
You stale 1ha1, "President
The whole democratic theory . is free of corruption and scandals?
Clinton displayed a great deal of revol\·es around a loose interpreta- Do you want a government for the
.
some form of military action.
moral courage when he enacted the lion of the Cons1itulion, making people? How can you answcr"yes"
It seems that military strikes are the only type of action recent
bill 10 'end welfare as we way for bigger government, more 10 these quci,tions and vole for Bill
that gets his attention enough so that he will listen, even if know it."' ·
governmental control, and less Clinton?
he doesn't listen for very long.
Docs character mean anything?
Who, Mr. Clardy, do you think freedom - a theory of government
Certain international lines had been drawn concerning the initiated this bill? The answer is the we were terrified of until ii col- And while I am sad lo sec the
beliefs
you hold to be uue, I am nol
lapsed in the Soviet Union.
surrounding area, but Hussein ·did not abide by them. He Republicans.
By no means did the Demccrats
In President Clinton's adminis- at all surprised, for after all, you arc
continually pushes his troops through the area in hopes of iniliate this bill, am! the President lration, drug use has risen l05 per- a Democrat.
gaining more power and land. Thousands die as a result.
. vetoed it three limes before finally · cent, wage earnings have dropped I
.
percent. the fetleral deficit ha.~ risen Eric Wilkinson
There seems to be a phrase of "We should have taken care signihg the exact same bill.
The only difference between the more than ii did in Reagan's and sophomore, cinema/ photography
of him (Hussein) the last time during Desert Storm," going
around describing the hatred some people hold towards this
man.
.
. .It shows that many people do agree that something needs
to be done once and for all in order to put an end to the
killing and suffering going on in the Middle East.
"If there is no knowledge; there is no under- . ''One, with God, is always a majority, but many
Hopefully, the action taken TtJesday will be all that is nec- standing; if there is no understanding, there is no a martyr has been burned at the stake while the •
essary before some kind of understanding can be reached- knowledge."
- .votes were being counted."
-The Talmud
-Thomas B. Reed
before thousands more die.
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service a·bust/nof s.ucc·esf -

On the front page of last
Wednesday's Daily Egyptian was
the headline: "Saluki Express considered su::ccss." Absent in the
accompanying report, however,
was any mention of the criteria
us.?d for evaluating the bus ser\'ice's perfonnance.
Curious, I called Sean Borman,
the SIUC Transponation Clctk and
was told that success meant that
"the· buses weren't empty."
Ridership fig-:i.es in the DE, as
well as those provided by Mr.
Borman, indicate that when judged
not by the meaningless "nonempty" standard, but rather by the
standard of"Adminislrntors should
spend students' money as carefully
as they would their own," the
Saluki Express has been a failure.
Last year, the buses averaged 16
riders per bus-hour. Assuming an
average trip of 15 minutes, each of
the seven 40-passcnger buses carried only four passengers at any
given time, an occupancy rate that
gives the tcnn "mass transit" new
V1Caning. Admittedly, if trips averagcd longer than 15 minutes, the
number of seats occupied would
have been proponionally higher,
bu1 given that Carbondale proper
is less than four miles from comer
to comer, rides much longer than
15 minutes suggest poor routing
rather than efficiently-used buses.
When evaluated on the basis of
rider trips rather than rider hours,
the Saluki Express' performance
was equally di~rnal. The total numher of student trips was 115,000
last fall and 124,000 last spring.
Assuming an enrollment of

.

BY NEAL ROMNEY
20,000, students averaged only six
bus trips per semester, meaning
that each student trip cost mo~
than $4. Were students to have
, paid the $.50/trip, non-student rate
rather than the mandated
$25/semester student fee, they·
would have saved S44 each in just
two semesters.
Admittedly, the bus service has
been operating for only one year
and usage is still creeping up, but
were the need for this service asgreat as its proponent~ insist, ridership would already be triple or
quadruple its current level; And
yes; SIUC students did appro\·e the
Saluki Express on referenda in
1986, '88, and '93, but the administraiion's willingness to override
students' wishes on other controversial matters calls into question
· the credibility of any such justification for continuing this costly
and inefficient bus service. ,
Despite its apparent extravag:mce, Saluki Express, it could be
argued, contributes significantly to
the overall social welfare.\Vhile it
· is difficult to refute such an assertion without being labcied mean
spirited, the fact is that the quality
of life for the overwhelming
majority of SIUC students has not
been markedly improved by the
advent of mass trnnsit in this
decidedly non-urban setting. In
fact, in an informal, quasi-random

campus poll, half of returning
SIUC students indicated they had
never once used the bus service,
and almost half of the rest reported
only one ride per week.
The simplest ::nd most sensible
course is to discontinue the Saluki
Express at tlie end of the current
contract and thereafter allow individual students io decide how best
to invest their transportation dollars. However; if the administra_tion insists on levying fees for'
"mass transit," it could rise the
money to purchase a mountain
bike for each studenL Those phys-.
. ically unable to bicycle could be
served by a couple of vans purchased from the same funds. While
no less coercive than the Saluki
Express, this program would at
least minimize noise and.air pollution, conserve fossil fuels, encour-.
age regular exercise, decrease
campus gridlock and provide
ur.limited flexibility in scheduling
one's movements. As well, graduating students would have something to take with them be~ides
their diplomas and their_ empty ,
pock~ts.
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.bookstore .. ,Mcma-f-Friday: aOOIIITl•5:30i,m _ _ .,,,.::;;.,·
536-3321VStudc,,tCetitu•

Saturday. 121Xlpm-S;i)Qi:,n
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•1ota Phi Theta Fraternity, ·1nc. &
Student. Pr9gramriljng COUll(?il.
Proudly Presents ,
Iota Comedy jamm ·V

The Qet t,,ifted Co~edy Tour''
0

Starring,

~J.l~R••~t§i{~~fi~E[tf; .,___________. . . ,__
The Chicago T~ibune .
topic: Hussein

The· Los Angeles limes
topic: Morris resignation

·

"In other circumstances the United States might
''There's llil oid rule in politics: When your.opponent
have distanced itself from a situation in which a is hanging himself, stay away from the rope. Within
sovereign state moved against a forcign-supponed houn;ofthe blockbuster news ofOinton strategist Dick
separatist movement on its own soil. Iraq. was inter~ Morris' resignation, the Dole campaign was faxing statevening. after all, at tl1e request of_onc Kurdish faction mehts recounting Bill Clinton's sc.indals, inan· attempt
to pry out another aided by :ran, a mortal foe...
to pour more fuel on the news inferno_;
· · · : ,. .. . ·
•..It is lroubling that so many allies and friends, and
With the Morris resignation, questions ofwhether ·
not just those within easy range of Iraqi intimidation, Republicans were behind the story's release arc comwere critical of the American strikes. Some had seen mon ...If this campaign is decided on leadership and c
an incipient softening in Saildam' Hussein's recent integrity, Dole wins, hand.~ down., And he has done this
acceptance ~f U.N. terms for selling Iraqi oil for food.· campaign and the taxpayers a great service by naming
Some genuinely doubt that anyone can profit from Jack Kemp a.,; his running mare and unveiling il bold,
funlier American intervention in the tangled KtJidish responsible and doabl~ tax cut ru><1. economic plan, ..
question. Many CQuntries :ire accepting Baghdad's
Most ~idcntinl campaigns
decided on cconom-.
complaint that it was a stretch for Washington to try ic issues - and the country· is still unsure about
justifying its missile strikes by the 1991 U.N. resolu- Clinton's plans. .
·· ·
:· ·
.. · ·
tion condemning Iraq's repression. .
_ .
• History shows us that Clinton
pay the price for .
But on another level, many foreign aitics are aware· wh:\tCV':f sins Morris may have committed by_ losing
of the advantage to themselves in having the United him as trusted crunpaign strategist Just as Michael S.
States available to check Saddam Hussein's power. Dukakis'never rccov~_from he loss Of political guru ,.
But. a gulf leadership role is required of tl1i! United · John Sasso, in 1988, Clinton may be doomed to a sim- ·. .
Stares, and Mr. Clinton; who was slow in recognizing• ilar faie; Dole and his.campaign SQOuld let histmy be·. /
the crisis. that was shaping up in northern.Iraq, _at last .' their guide and stay aW?Y fmm the ropes now tangling ;. ·
seems to have started playing iL'.' . ' ......... _; :.the Clinton campaign."
••· •' ,;-f ·'
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TtJflE -NATi·VIES.
Sierra Nevada Pale Ale
- 1.50/pint •

------------------Fridau

Yabl;Ja Griffiths
and Traxx
Extra Large Peel & Eat Shrimp
$3.75 1/2 lb. / $7.25 1 lb..
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New City Hall nears--c:ornpleti8f1,,
First .event set for Oct. 5
By Jennifer Camden
Daily Eg}'ptian Reporter
The furniture was being moved;
the offices were being partitioned.
the file cabinets were being
a.~sembled and the restroom signs
were not yet posted in
Carbondale's new.city hall/civic
center Wednesday.
Members of the city's Downtown Steering Committee toured
the $6.2-million building, 200 S.
Illinois Ave., Wednesday afternoon, admiring its meeting rooms
and offices while dodging hundreds of cardboard boxes lining
the hallways.
Tom Redmond, city develop,
· ment services dir-.--.;:tor, led the tour
through the vacant building that
will open Oct. 7. The dedication
ceremony and open house are
·scheduled for Oct. 22.
The city hall will house city
government and City Council
meetings, as well as community
events and private gatherings. Its
first public event will be the Fit
For Life 5K run Oct. 5, Redmond
said.
Liz Robertson, a 1995 SIUC
graduate in interior design from
Carbondale. was on the center's
second floor Wednesday, assembling work-space partitions in a
large office.
Robenson, a design consultant
for Stiles Office Equipment. 701
E. Main St., said she spent all
summet fine-t!!!!!ng the center~s
interior design.
"I'm really happy we got
awardc,d the contract," she said..

·

.uwewan~to
generate foot
traffic in
.down.town
Carbondale.
lt's a start to
revitalizing the
downtown. 1'
Linda White,

Steering Committee
member
"It's really imponant [the city]
kept business local.
"'They'll be getting back some
of their sales tax they paid on this
equipment."
Linda White, Steering Commince member, said the centerwill be a boom to the downtown
area.
"Different organizations and
events will be held downtmyn,"
she said.
"We want to generate that foot
traffic in downtown Carbondale.
It's a start to revitalizing the
downtown." White said.
Jeanelle Stephens, also a committee member, said the center is
:rn example of what can be
accomplished in Carbondale.
.
"It's something the city and
civic ~ups a!I worked townrd for
years, she saJd.

.
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• PAT MAHON_;

A stife, simple way to en11ance a woma11's nah1ral figure
• Adds fullness where needid
• Undetectable under clot1,ing

• Mot1es 1111d ful_s like you
• Wear CtJb-yday or for special occasions ·

• Fits in any brt:

• Personally Fitted

qntimate grouna~tions

Call' 536-33tl·
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For More lnformati~n
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Univcu-sity Plr.ce - Across from the mall ,
. ·, Carbondale
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Matthew Hanziltcm, a11 1111decided senior from Carbondale, moves boxes offt;mit11re i1iio llze new Carbondale
Civic Center.
·
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Boulder·

Ev.erglades
dean.up
progress, ng

you want by choosing harder
holds," he said.
.
Hughes said he comes to t11e
wall in the R=lion Center tlJrCC
or four times a week because
endurance is a big key lo regular
. rock climbing.
...Each time you go to the wall
and put more strcs.~ on your.;clf,
the t11ings !11.'ll were difficult at first
. become easier," he said.
While tlJC indoor wall is good
preparation for outdoor climbs,
there arc distinct differences
between the two, some climbers
said.
.
Julie Ludman, a senior in outdoor recreation from SL Charles
and a student supcrviwr for the
wall, said that t11e wall has many
diffcrcno::s than a n-.al rock climb.
"When you arc on a rock, it's.
not a flat rock like the wall," she
said. "You can only simulate real
rock climbing to a cert.'lLri ooint"
Ludman taid on the simulated
wall, the climber can sec the rocks
and !hat is not true for Jt:al rock
dimbing.
"You have to feet your way on

MlAMJ-r-or the first time
in years, the managers who
monilor the health of the
Everglades, one of the grcalcst
and most imperiled marshlands on Earth, have some
good J\ews to report - the
water is deancr.
F:lllllcrs, most often viewed
as environmental viliains,
appear to l1ave improved the
quality of the water running
off t!Jcir land and entering t11e
Everglades ecosystem.
•
A report by the_ South
Florida W11tcr Management
.District indicates farmers have
achieved a 68 percent reduction in the amount of phosphorus fertilizer discharged
from their fields. Previously,
many farmers argued that
even a 25 percent reduction
would bankrupt them. ·

simulate real rock
climbing to a ·
. ,,
certain. pomt..
Jodie Lud11um, ·
Senior, outdoor
recm1tf01i
actual rocks." she said. "You cm' I

sec where you're going."
,
· A11J10ugh mg,: climbing comes
easy iO many, prccwtions mus I be
taken to crisurc the safety of t11e
climber.
.
"Proper s.!fcly techniques
include safety ropes being connected to the climber, and all
climbers have to wear their helmets,''. Ludman said.
· Most climbers agree !hat rock
climbing is a dangerous sport.
Hughes said people who do not
keep their equipment in good
shape arc in constant danger.
"Climbers arc dying all the
time," he said. "If you take precanlioos with your equipment, you
should be in pretty good shape."

~-----------~----,
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8 u y o n e M e d i u m Pl z z a 1 . Birds
an d get one M e d; u m

I amti11uatfro111page_6
1. ofbiitl seed mfive individual pieces
I·, · ofC'lfdboard..She
said she and her
J husband have to record v.1iich binls
, . COUIC 10· whidl particular feed.
I Cordoni srld 511e .and her husband
Free Delivery . I : have bought more· than 2,300
P.OOJlds of biitl SCC().
457-4243 · I ~By being voltmtccts. we can help
I scientific studies and fundamental. I ly, tbe federal government," she
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P-i·zza

Carry-out
613 E. Main
457-7112
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· said.
Lee C. Drickamcr, a professor in
wology, said biitl walclling cu1 definitclydctenninc iftlx:rcisanyhabitat destruction in Southern lllinoi,
caused by logging, human developmcmant1 the draining of wetlands.

X Chin~la-een ~ .
718S.llllno~~dale.lL6290I
(right next to 710 book store)

·

Fried Rice Sneclal

LUNCH
BUFFET

Cany out on.ty

Fried Rice $2. 00

Choice of Chicken,
Pork, Beef, Shrimp,
·or Dynasty
·

'$4 •.95
·

Sun All Day ·

- .•

WEEKEND$6 95
SEAFOOD,.·.•
. ..
BUFFET
Fri & Sat 4:30[-m- 10:00J:m

Buffet serving up to 22 dishes!
Open 7 days a

"'

week f1am:'iopm.

(618). 549-0908

,,

.

year.

Bybeing.
volunteers,
can
help scientific
#

we

studies... _H
Barham Cordoni,
SlUC psychology

professor
He said bird watching also can

arc

dc!cnninc if chemicals having an
effect on the environment
•
"The f,dgmentation of the
Shawn!:;<': National Forest h."ld a definite influence on the biitl- population in Southern Illinois," be said.
"But in the p.1St ~ years,_ UIC forest

has been gro~ing back in.
Bird counts can help determine ··
rcpnxluction r.ues and growing populations."
Drickamcrsaid IIJC historical loca- .
lion of Southern Illinois is good for
bird watching because geographically, it is a crossm."ld between the
nortlJCm and tlJC sou1J1cm regions.
He said SIUC has one of the best
car.tpuscs to binl watch because of
Campus Lake.
Gelman said biitl watchers hm·e
the opportunity 10 sec a variety of
exotic binls, whct11cr t11ey have the
opportunity to ohscn·c 1hcm for an
hour or a d.1y. He said the most
exotic bird he· bas seen was the
slatey backed gull from Siberia. He
saw it two ycan; ago.
"It was jtL~t sitting t11cre near tlie
Mississippi River bank in Alton,- be
said·
.

Souithe_rn Illinois Airport .

,,.~,,..

{two miles north off Route 13 between Carbondolo end Murpliysboro]
a.nc.Gto,.1 • Sptoa!Sha;>tr..lloons • firrwwb • U.~Muslc•r-1 &"'ink• B.nooa~D.lilr
Ahpbn, & Htlia,pter ~ • Alrtnft ~ • ,.,,d,o!l:,; • Caninl • lcthmd Balloon tiles• 5pf<U!or Prim
Attention SIUC Students! Anyone showlngan SIUC student ID card gets $1 off daily

All Weekend long!! Free Tra!lsportationll

$3~97

· Mon-Sat 11:00am - 4:30pm

DINNER.
· BUFFET

Farm

"
'

Also: take the Cascade of Colors FREE SHUTTLE BUS from the Student Center
leaving every hour on the hour fr!=)~-3~10 p.m.

Mon-Thur 4:30pm - 10:00pm

~o Mein $2. 25
.:.

1
,

· With a S250 deductible; !lie
yearly cost would be$ i55, be said.
· In otlJCr words, if a person loses
continual from page 1
a television in a· fire, under t11e
· rcplacem.:mt plan, the person
independent and have more mate- would get a new model to match
rial possessions IJian an undergrad- · tlJC lost television.
Under. the Slate
cash pL111,
uatc," Taylor said.
.
"We also tend to have more t11c ren1cr·rcccives money based on
things that wcha\"C purcha.<,cd with the original cost of111e item minus
our own money. and we arc not t11c depreciation value.
supported by our parents."
. Sandra Hayes, the pcrsonali7£d
Bilderback said while some stu- manager at Diederich Insurance,
dent~ sucli as Taylor believe fire 506 W. Main, said tire company
insurance 10 be a necessity, it is bas similar plruL~.
She :;aid her company's cash
often bani to find.
He said tlJCre arc llOl many oom- policy ha., a S5.000 minimum with
p:inics that cany tlJC type of insur- a S250 deductible.
The average cost is S135 a
ance that would apply lo the
Hayes said lier company also
students.
Bob Babr, a Carbondale State has rcpL1ccmcnt pl:ms as well, but
Farm insurance agent, said his it requires at least a S15,000 mini•
company offers two plans for mum..
With a·S250 deductible, the
renters.
One plan is a cash policy tliat yearly cost would be S98. .
Other local" insurance agents
allows up to three people to be on
could not be rcacl1rd as of press
the same policy, Bahr said.
.
"The minimum amount of insur- time.
:mce would be $8,000, and with a
Both Hayes and Bahr said SIU·
S250 deductible, Ilic :umual premi- dent~ sboul_d have some t)p! of fire
um would be aratmd S75, he said. insurance.
Bahr said t11c other plan requires
"It is a good idea 10 have it. Bahr
renters to have at least S25,000 of said. "You may never h.1\'e to u.~
coverage, but it is a full replace- it, but ii is a good idea to have
some."
ment plan.
·

P_olicy

~I, You can only

.. amfinuatfrom page 1

Tim Washinglon P<m,
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CASCADE OF COLORS
The Jungle Dogs, Groove
Merchants, A1Iight Blues Band,
Massive Funk and Jackson
Junction top the bill for one of
the area·s most anticipated
festivals.

UNDERAGE ENTERTAINMENT
Carbondale's coffee houses are
hoping to attract customers away
from the now bars, which now
have a 21-and-over ent.Jy age.

"Dr. Moreau"
Reviewer Jan Miller gives his input
on what could be this summer's
biggest flop._

CALENDAR

Focus
_Focus
CD CAPSULES

•••••

2
3
4
4

•••••

:5
6~7

TV LISTINGS ••••••

8-11

FILM FINDS

•••••••

(OVER STORY

R

~

has

ecen~y, SI_U Arena
had
lncreas!ng- nu~ber· of
counny acts a~d· a. decreasing numb~r of rock acts! Many SIUC students
. think this trend should ~e the opp_oslte. But with country musk's
. mushroonilng. popul~rlty _and·· Carli)ondale's rural se~ng,,
Arena officials believe they .have kept
with current trends in music
and have not abandoned; country· fan~, from;surroundlng cor~munltles.
· S_hould cou!ltiy be king In Carbon~ale? sto,y on p.6-7

up-

-
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CALENDAR.
Location

_Frir!~

Thursday

Saturday

' CARJEB/CONNEllEY

BOOBY'S

~

BURTS

HANCA!t9

FBAcn ~-P8~m ,,N Mtq

PINO! PfNNY

)'.ABIUI

P.X."S

f'lEAIUBf POCTQB

CiBIFBIH I JMXX

TRESHOMBRES

Location

. Tuesday

BOOBY"S
PINCHPfNHY

This UnivcJslty has been In desperate need of a:publlcatl~n capable of
informing students of the best bands, films and soda!· events each week.
Because oft.his need, the Daf/y£gyptfan created the (jlyph. · ·
.
Not only does the Glyph fulfill all of those needs, it goes beyond that. ·
Glyph also discusses Issues that college· students arc Interested In. These Issue
storyes will appear cveiylhursdayand wiU not.be caged to SIUC. The ~e
stories also will focus on national trends and on current events an1 how these
·
·
things pertain to college.
For those who missed the announcement for the Glyph In the Dr's Aug.
29 E-Pag~. the O?rrect pronundatlon for Glyph is ·gnf," and the name ls short
for the word hlerr.>glyphlcs, which would have been tough to stretch across
the top of the cover. Hierogyphtcs y.,as an ancient style of Egyptian wrlting•.
The D.E hopes that studen~.will find this new and exciting publication
~~~~ng and hopes it will not tak~ away !Tom Thursday's class l~rcs too
The D.E will tiy cvCl}'thlng it can to keep this publication fresh, Innovative
and entertalning. All comments and ideas are welcome and can be submitted
by contacting the D.E entertainment staff at 536-331 t ext. 240.

SALUKJ

.

CHAD ANDERSON
DE. Entertainment Editor

Riverport st. Louis -

~\

Sept. 6: 8 pm.

~:i,~~~~t

Code: RPOS24

lickets: S32.SO, m. $17.SO

::vt~:r~~\~:-

~ Dialtex Event Code: RP0914.

\

•

Tickets: $27.50, $22.50, S 1 5 ~ 1 i d e t s : $25, $2l
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Sept. 13~ 8 p.m

SepL 6, 8, 12, 14, 15, 18, 21
SIUC .~thoven Society Presents:

JETHRO n!Ll & EMERSON, LAKE AND
PALMER ~
Dialtex EV!ml Code: RP0925

Ausman Pianist STEPHAN MOLLER
Sh~Box Orfice: 453-2787

TkkP.ts:;$10 public; $5 students
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lann r: Readyf0rtake off
Bl· USA M.

Sunday.
.
i"erforinlng will be: .The Groove
Merchants, 6:30 p.m. Friday;
Jungle Dogs, 8:30 p.m. F,rlday;
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The third annual
Casec1de of Colors
Hot Air Balloon
Festival has taken
months of preparation but ls ready
to fly, planner of
the fest!val says.

Admission Is $4 for adults
and SI for chlldren. An allweekend pass .Is SS.
forenz said anyone arrlv. ,Ing on a
b_lcycle or a
motorcycle
will receive

sI

orr

.1dmlsslon and
special
"Inside"
parking.
-· we
are ;\(lowing

. bikers to ride ~
Inside
the
·.
gates,he
said. ·we Just
wanted to help
The Alright Blues Band
alleviate part or
Massive Funk. 6:30 p.m. Saturday: the traffic problems.•
Alright Blues Band, 8:30 p.m. Forenz said a bus will be
Saturday; and Jackson Junction running from
the
om Forenz. a balloon pilot with Juli Ingram, 3 p.m. Sunday. Student Center every
from Canada and a graduate The Ashsklns and Juli Ingram also hour beginning at
student at SIUC, said he Is will perform Sunday.
I :30 p.m. Friday.
extremely excited about this
Baughman said the festival has
Foren1. said no
year's festival. The fe.<.tlval will be taken almost a year to plan and coolers are
at the Southern llllnols Airport off arr,mge.
allowed, but
Route 13 between Carbondale and
"I began serlously getting lawn chairs
Murphysboro.
Involved In June, but this has been and blankets
"We've put so much planning In the works since last year," he are welcome.
Into this." he said. "There ls no said. "I have been finishing up
way a person could come out here with a lot of publicity and workln,g
and be bored. There ls something with businesses on finishing up
for everyone.·
detalls.
Forenz said there will be balloon
"At fir.;t, the work overwhelmed
launches dally as well as balloon me, but It didn't take long to get
races, aircraft displays, .1lrplane excited about this. It's going to be
and helicopter rid~. special shape a great weekend.·
balloons, live music and fireworks.
B.1ughman said he Is anxious to
/1,iatt Baughman, a graduate stu- see the Balloon Glow, a display or
Friday
dent from Springfield and Forenz's special shape balloons at 8 p.m.
assistant, said the gates to the res- Saturday.
tlval will open at 2 p.m. Friday and
"We have some ~cellent bal·
2 p.m. Gate opens
will last through Sunday.
loons this year," he said. "There
5 p.m. Balloon races
"This Is an all weekend deal," he will be six balloons or special
6:30
p.m. Groove Merchants
said. "People can either pick a day shapes. The special shape balloons
8 p.m. Southern Illinois Balloon
to come or can come all weekend. are not the normal shape. There
Glow
There are so many things to do will be a Noah's Arc balloon, and
8:30 p.m. Jungle Dogs
and see. We
that balloon Is
have a carnlthe largest,
9 p.m. Fireworks
val set up.
most expenThere will be
slve balloon In
Saturday
crafts, and
the world.
some
of
·we also
6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. Balloon
So u th er n
have
a
races, Smith Dodge Key Grab,
Illinois wines
H u m p t y
pancake breakfast
will be on
· Dumpty baldlsplay.·
loon and a
2 p.m. Gate reopens
Along with
Hagar
the
2:30 p.m. Polo match
the arts, crafts
Horrible bal3:30 p.m. Aerial demcinstralions
and balloons,
........_ .... -.,.•. loon. The bal4 p.m. New Arts Jazz Quartet
seven area
:.a:;.:;.;..ii.lll-.ild loons will be
5 p.m. Balloon races
bands will
Hying
all
6:30 p.m. Massive Funk
perform startThe Jungle Dogs
weekend, but
8 p.rn. Special Shapes Balloon
Ing at 6:30
.
for the Balloon
Glow
p.m. Friday and Saturday and ran- Glow, they will be grounded and
domly throughout the day lit up.·
8:30 p.in. Alright Blues Band

T

. II

What's

happening
...and when

Sunday· 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. Balloon
races, Multipole Prize Grab,
pancake breakfast
2 p.m. Gale reopens
3 p.m.Jackson Junction wilh Juli
Ingram
·
·
3:30 p.m. Aerial demonstrations
5 p.m. Balloon races

Pressure? Problczms?·
People Poshing Yi n--=::e-...
Around?
1• 1

Bring Thczm Into

G,~aga-=~
~1c(;,cola~

And Blast Them

in a Maz_e_ of. My~t,uy

& Excitement! -.. · _·· ·..

1

Learn· to prepare income truces from H&R Block, the nation's No.·
1 income true return preparation firm. Work on your own truces or:
·start a rewarding career. You can increase·your true knowledge
and minimize yo~r liability.
·
•Flexible classes
•Comprehensive, step-by-step program

1~800-JAX-2000
www.hrblock.conv'tax

,H&R BLOCK®·
lEARN TO MAKE T~ES PAY

-(D(}-------------------------------------------T_Hu_rs_s_D_AY_._5_E_P_,E_M_ll_E_R_5_._19_9_6_
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cldcn, a sophomore in physical training from
Rantoul, is one of the many underage people
who enjoy a colfcchousc setting rather than a bar
scene, but she said the coffeehouse she chooses
depends on v.tlat is going on at each one.
inc good thing about this place is that you Cilll
come here on the weekends and listen to music or
study or Just relax with your friends,· she said.
•we came here tonight to listen to the music. The
other coffeehouses in town are just as good for different reasons.·
Melody Griffen, a Carbondale resident. said she
prefers the mood of coffeehouses far more than the
bar scene because of the relaxed environment.
·1 don't understand the whole problem ,.,.ith people getting upset because they can't get into a bar,·
she said.
incrc is so much more to do In Carbondale than

go to loud,. crowded bar, I would much
rather sit In a semi-quiet setting and enjoy
the company of my friends than go to a
bar and have to scream to talk. What's
the point of that?"
.
The folk music of Kelly Zullo brought
a crowd of about 50 people to long
Branch Saturday night. ·
Zullo played an acoustic guitar and
sang-mostly original songs. ·
·
She played a lot of women's folk. singing
a little about Mother Earth as well as women's
issues,
Some of the people who congrcgatcd around her would
pause In their cunvcisations to
listen to what she was singing.
Zack Osborne, a Carbondale

said. "She docs,, lot of women's folk music,
and there aren't very many people v.tlo
perform that kind of music.·
•1 think colfe-.:houscs arc going to
have a higher dicntel~ now that the bar
entry age Is 21,• she said. "I think that's
great.
"If more people
come. we can go
back to having
poctiy readings and
open mlc nights.
·we offer a lot
of entcrt,,inmcnt, and
people don't get drunk
and stupid here.·
No one got drunk. no one got
Into a fight and no one had to

~~~~~to~

~

to the music and sit with his
friends.
·1 didn't come to read tonight.·

The evening proved to be a pcaccful one filled with the music of a woman
from Tcnnc:sscc •.

he said.
to":~.e:t~~-\!fi!v~~'%~~i~/;~~~
·t come In every once In a great v..tiile to
read. but I wanted to get away and Just
common meeting place for others.
reulaslxc..to some good folk
..,.-.-11S11m:D.!'SID&B:11.'i'!:.:la:!!:i!b-:-- Kelly
finishes her set ,md
kindly gives a "thank
m
you.· Traci finishes her
Monica Spiegel, an
~:~'iJ,cc

~ 0\~~~

cup of coffee and

behind the bar.
She quickly poured
cups of <:c>lfue. created
dozens of espressos and
served a couple of
muffins.
She said she was
very pleased
with
the
number of
people
who showed
up for the singer.
"Kelly is great,· she

%a:Sm~o~:Js~
and Z,1ek just
continues his dis-

There are three coffcehou s es
in
Carbondale:
"Me/.?nge (607
S. /1/inois Avc.}
•1av,1 (6 t t 5.

Illinois Ave.)
"Long Branch (TOO£.
Jackson St.)

_C_D_C_A_P_S_U_L_E_S_~ -by chad anderson

Jesse Johnson

Eels

White Zombie

Wild Colonials

Bare My Naked Saul
Dinosaur, 1996

Beautiful Freak
Geffen, 1996

Supersipcy Swingin' Sounds
Geffen, 1996
·

This Can't Be Ufe
Geffen, 1996

When the psychedelic influences
of Jimi Hendrix arc crossed with
the vocal styles of Lenny Kravitz
and the artist formcrl:i known as
Prince. a guit.uist such as Jesse
Johnson is produced.
The bluesy sound or the fender
Stratocastcr on ·sare My Naked
Soul" is taken into places reminiscent of Hendrix's studio work.
although It Is not quite as masterful
and crafty. The albums fourth track,
·1 Miss: truly presents Johnson's
Kravitz influences. and its fifth
track. ·Let Me In." has a twangy.
six-string acoustic scund to lt with
vocals leaning more toward the
style of the artist fonncrly known
as Prince.
While it may seem that Johnson
Is trying to ride the coattails of a,
proven formula for selling albums,
the music is true and original.
Check this one out if you dl.g this
sound. i>ut virgin-eared listeners
should be observant of the parental
,1dvisory.

\\~th its MTV hit "Novocaine for
the Soul, - the Eels enter the d1arts
as a dime-a-dozen, alternative
band with Its release ·seautlful
freak·.
The group at least tries to be
artistic in its musk by utilfzing the
piano and studio overdubs, but
falls dramatically short of becoming more than an MTV Buzz Clip.
Aside from '"Novocaine For the
Soul: the rest of the album Is not
worth the plastic It was recorded
on.
•--- .
·Beautiful Freak"s" music develops into deep lulls capable of .
putting a listener lh .a coma. Maybe
the band did too many doses of
Novocaine. and wrote this album
while In the dentist's chair.
Tt>e g1oup simply ls also too
reminiscent of the long-forgotten
band Weez.er.
My advice Is to wait for the next
buzz band, maybe that one will at
least have two tolerable tracks on
its album.

On ·supersexy Swlngln"
Sounds: the hard-edged .tunes of
White Zombie col1ide with the
mind-bending effects of a studio
mix album.
The album of mixes contains a
new and exciting version of "More
Human Than Human.· which
reaches Into the realms of industrial music. While the s,udlo mixes
work well for most of the album,
songs such as "Blur the Technlcc,1or
(Poker from Stud to Strip Mix)·
become almost too close to dance
music one might hear. in a local
drinldng establishment.
The hard driving vocals of Rob
Zombie and the guitar of J still will
test the boundaries of any set of
speakers. It's rock ·n· roll. not jazz.
· Ifs meant to be played loud.
White Zombie describes this
album on the cover as the ·unique
and distinctive world of sound ere. ated_ by White Zombie. - Point
taken,

The vocals of Angela McCuskcy
on WIid Colonials" latest release.
·Tots Can't Be ure.· do little to
expancl beyond the efforts set forth
by tl)e Indigo Girls. frente and 4
Nonblondes.
Like the Eels, this album is a
sleeper, too. The music of Wild
Colonials changes so Infrequently
that it Is tough to decide just what
track the CD player is on.
It ls a good album to play once
In a while to remind yourself how
bad music can really be, but I
wouldn't suggest playing this one
at your next party; ..
The band 1s· uying. though, and
offers an_lnterestlng repertoire of
. Instruments.
little used and heard-of instruments such as the ambient bass,
melodica, wurlltzer and the pen
whistle are used throughout this
album.
·
. Beyond that. l have little to say
·for this release.
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"The Island of Dr. Moreau; staning Val Kilmer and Marlon Brando, falls dras- of the endless holes this movie has Ir. Its story. This Is a story which Is not clever ·
tically short of its promotional billing. Since Brando played llle Godfather" In enough, or well written enough to let us overlook them. Look for this one to
one of film's classic roles, I went Into tlie movie with hope and enthusiasm. But grace my year's worst films article.
I lert feeling llke my pocket had been picked.
Directed by John frankenhelmer {"Manchurian
IAN MILLER'S VIDEO DELUXE: PICK OF THE WE.EK
Candidate"}, this movie hurts from the first scene on.
The story concerns some bilbble about a U.N. official
This week. In order to keep with my theme, ,my pick Is
named Edward Douglas, played by David Thewlls
"The Godfather," a classic American film directed by Francis
("Dragonheart"), wh05C plane goes down Into the Pacific
Ford Coppola, staning Marlon Brando and Al Padno. If you
Ocean. He Is then picked up by Montgomery (Kilmer)
have not seen It yet, rent It. If you have, rent It again
and taken to the Island to meet the mysterious Dr.
because It truly does take multiple viewings to get all the
Moreau (Brando).
.
.
characters and dlal_ogue. Plus, It gives you a chance to see
Now I bought from the husky racks for a white, but Brando has become pos- Brando In his truly hungry stage. J'll refrain from any further
itively obese. The scenes he appears In are honific. He sounds like he Is read•
Ing lines from a cue card Just so he can huny up and get back to the lunch buffet Jokes.
at KFC. His performance Is a far ay from his days in ·on the Waterfront" and,
·streetcar Named Desire.•.
,
* · Why?
Brando·s cl,aracter, a Nobel Peace Prize-winning doctor, ls holding genetic
•· * Walt for the book to _come out
* * * Worth one look
experiments In order to create a moral, perfect being. So what better way to
* * * * Better than a Cuban cigar
do It than by mixing man with a warthog or hyena? Yeah, right. This Is Just one
* * * * * /"d mlss a scars· 9'?-f'lefor thls one

*

* ** * *

549,4157
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OpenM-Sat9-11
SQ1l..J..AJR..E
Sunl,10
LJIQlLJC>JR.S

We're Still Open In the Martin Foods Building • Always plenty of Parking

*Or visit our convenient drive-thru window
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Cheese Pi::a
One Topping
Two Topping

~er:

'U'.'f.N.
~

~

::J.~i:!cdient
Deluxe Pimi
T.,co Pi...,

4.66
5.56
6.26
6
:~~
930
7.34

sodas
9.30
10.23
11.16
12

:g:

~~~~~~§
Sausage, Onion, Beef, Pepperoni;
Mushroom, Pepperoncini,
Canadian Bacon, Ancho\'y,
Black Olive, ~aeon, Green Olive,
Green Pepper, Tomato, Jalapeno,
Ham, & Extra Chee;;e

Natural Light
Natural Ice
12 Pk Cans

14.95
12.60

3~.69,

Garlic Bread
1.00
Cheese Bread
1.50
Brcadsticks w/ Sauce 1.75
Soda
.55

99¢ Pitchers w/purchase of large pizza

Sandwiches

~~livery

ya.rt

Sides

rn
~fg:r~. :.: .: -: .:_-_-_-_-_-_-:.: t:~

Pulled B.B.O. Pork ••••.•.$2.50 Cheese Balls ·-·······-·-·-·$1.95
Pulled B.B.Q. Chicken·- 2.35 . ~ I ~ ~ ~ : : : : :
Icelandic Cod Fish ........ 3.98 French F~es -··--·····-·--- 1.25
Makeita~tt~..,;;;!ldd 1.79

....,"":::..."t:!".="'......

Ribs (1/2 rack) ............. 6.95
Rib 1lps
4.99

Resro..u-ra..nr

Pulled Chicken Plate •• .$4.75
,12 Chicken ........- ....-- 5.29
Breast Quarter ............. 2.99
leg Quarter .................. 2.79

. B~~!>.imi.~ ..

Chinese Seafood Buffet Weekend

::-.~-=.-.::::=--.~-;:a
--~_...,. .... cN&,.-,-Hamburyer ..............$225
Cheeseburyer ...........2.40
Western Chiliburyer ...2.99
Make it a Platter! add 1.79

------(a:H2tdt~)

Jtn<_J

Carry-out • Banquet Facility • Cocktails
We are open 7 days a week
. Lunch Buffet Mon-Sun, 1i :00-3:00 $4;q5/p
Dinner Buffet Sun-Thur, -5:00-8:30 $6.95/p
20 Dishes lncluded. · Sesame Chicken and much morel

Bal<A>d&ms.Pcta!oSalad,ColoShw

,,...u ...,-:=.::..~.!:.::"..Whtd

Pulled Pork Plate .........$4.75
Ribs (full rack) .............. 9.95

12 Pk Cans:

~ll!Q_Jls~Olp~~,ip~ffl

Lunch Special 1.75
slice & choice of soda or 9 oz Beer

. Plates

Schaefer
Reg &·Light

.

Olin~.

lg.
.89'

::·

22

· Frl.-Sat. 5:00-9:30, $8;95/adults

CHOICES: ~CRAB LEGS, LOBSTER MEAT, SCAUOJ>S, SHRIMP,

.

. . FISH, SALAD BAR, DessE·RT BAR,

·,.

AND MUCH MORE!

AL.LYOµ::CAN, EATt:
Speclal Price and Complete Menu for Banciuet ·
· ' Call 457-7686 for Der.alls ·
1285 E. Main. East of University Mall

-%~-------------------------------------------------...:i.:.:H.::,UR;,;,:5;.::;D.:.:A't.:z...::5:.::E.:._PT:.=E!::M~llE;.::R:..:5::L"

_,=; ne n•orning in March

1989. Michael Stipe, lead singer of the band REM,
pla. ~d a tree in Evergreen Park at SIUC as an environmental token to
the Carbondale community.
Later that night, he led his band in what some consider a monument in
SIU Arend concert history. Moving like a poetic swing man, Stipe h~aded a performance that was both visually and musically stimulating.
But it seems the chance of REM playing at SIU Arena again is
becoming slimmer and slimmer for two reasons. REM tours
much less than it did in 1989, but a trend also has developed over the past few years of more country acts
playing the arena.
Last year the only rock band to play
the arena was Bush. Country stars
Alan Jackson and nm McGraw
played the arena. It is this
ratio of rock band performances to country band
performances that has
some SIUC stud<'nts
dismayed.
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Johnston City, ever saw was the
rock band Foreigner at the Arena.
"I don't remember everything
from that concert. but what I do
remember is that there was a very
receptive crowd response to the
band," he said.
Since then. he has seen Van
Halen twice. Bon Jovi, Skid Row
and MC Hammer, to name a few.
at the Arena. Imhoff said there
was a consistently energetic
atmopshere that created a common thread throughout each
show.
Imhoff said it is this kind of
atmosphere that he misses. Now.
Imhoff said he does not go to as
many Arena shows as he once did
because of the number of shows
that are country.
"I don't think they should eliminate country shows ail together,"
he said. MBut they shoufd have
morP rock shows.
Imhoff said he believes that if.
more rock shuws came to the
Arena. a consistent and Increasing
crowd would attend the concerts.
But some at SIUC believe that
the number of rock shows at SIUC
is sufficient. Beverly Ellis. data
entry oper.ltor at Information

,~,,

SIUC concert titneline
I{
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a:ren·c~ luhlin, vic~-~resldent of student affairs, said
SIU Arena operates on the
money It makes from its events
and receives no funding from student fees.
There Is a student activity fee,
which SIUC students pay, but this
money goes toward a campus
safety program, Rainbow's End
child" care, the Undergraduate
Student Government and the
Graduate and Professional
Student Council.
USG gives a portion of this fund
to the Student Programming
Council. If SPC co-sponsors an
event at the Arena, then student
fees may be used to program a
show.
Kelly Throw, concert director for
the Student Programming
Council, said the council sometimes co-sponsors concerts with

Bob Dylan

frank Zappa
The Carpenters

\
r

'77

7~ :.~~-:-·- ~~--:·

The Guess Who

'71
,.

Technology, said she has seen
some of tlle country acts at the
venue.
Ml think it is wise that the Arena
books shows that appeal to the
whole area," she salo. Mlt's the
only year-around venue we have
In the area."
Ellis said people from places
such as St. Louis, Paducah, Ky.
and Cape Girardeau, Mo., come
to Carbondale to see country
shows.
She said people travel around to
see shows that might not come to
their hometown.
In fact, Ellis said she was going
to Iowa to see Neal McCoy last
weekend.
MCountry fans tend to follow
performers around the country."
she said.
But the conflict over country and
rock acts at the Arena is more
complex than just the difference
in musical taste among those who
attend the concerts.
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"Country music sales have
stayed steady for quite a while,"
he said. "It Is the newer artists
that are selling now, and the
Rebas, and other older artists are
decreasing in sales."
The magazine "Country
Weekly" recently published
research conducted by the
Simmons Study of Media and
Markets that shows Increases In
the popularity In country music
- especially among young
adults.
The study showed that In the
I 8-year-oia to 24-year-old age
group. country music increased
69. 7 percent between the
years of I 990 to I 996. The
study reports there was
only a 34.8 percent
increase In the 45year-old to 54-yearold age group.
Dral<e said there
was a transformation in rock-n-roll a
couple of years ago
In which the o1d
school of Arena rock
bands slipped down
the popularity ladder.
He said this paved a path
for new bands such as
Green Day and Bush. But
bands such as these could not
have s--:,ld enough tickets early
on• In their stages of popularity
to be profitabre for the Arena,

the Arena. She sild part of the
reason there arr. more country
shows than rock shows Is
because of expense and avallablllty.
Throw said rock shows tend to
be more expensive than country
shows.
She also said that country acts
tend to show more availability
to playing In Carbondale.
"Country shows go over well
in this area,.. she said.
"Obviously, a country show in
Chica_go would not go over very
well.
Gary Drake, SIU Arena director. said when marketing and
J?romotlng a concert, there is a
60-mlle radius the Arena considers - not just the Carbondale
community.
Within this sixty-mile radius.
there are ticket sales locations
including Paducah. Cape
Girardeau and Harrisburg.
"Not many shows would sell
well if we dfdn't sell tickets out-

Drake said.
"If you sell tickets for $25 a
piece and there are I ,000 tickets that don't sell, that Is
$25,000 we don't receive," he
said. "We have to do what Is
economically feasible."
With the Increase in country
music and this transformation in
rock music, Drake said booking
country acts has been the logical
move to make during the past
couple of years.

side of Carbondale," he said.
Drake said the Arena conducted research in the past that
showed students made UP- anywhere from 22 percent to 8 percent of those attending concerts.
Gary Drake, SIU Arena director, arso said that there has been
a national Increase in the popularity of country music during
the past couple of years.
Therefore, bool<ing country
acts was economlcalfy feasible fll'?/nwever, Drake said now
and provided a service that was 1°l'that bands such as Green
In line with current music trends, Day and Bush can sell well at
Drake said.
However, a local music ret,tller places like the Arena, SIUC may
said there seems to be less of a see more rock shows In the
trend now for people to buy future:
The Arena even hdS confirmed
country music than In recent
that Hootle and the Blowfish will
times.
Rick Molter, manager of play Oct. 23.
Drake said though the 1\rena
Blockbuster Music rn the
University Mall off Route 13. still will book country shows In
the
future, booking Hootie and
said he has seen no increase in
country music album sales lately. the Blowfish Is a stepping stone
If anything, he said country sales to bringing more rock acts to
SIUC.
have sllgfitly decreased.
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to get into the
Entertainment Guide?
Well, you're in luck! There is still time to get in next week..
And the sooner you get in, the quicker you will bring iri
more business.

Discounts • Discounts • Discounts
We ha_ve frequency discounts too. So the more you advertise, the
more business you'll get, and the more money you'll save!!
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High Incident On Stereo) Beatles Anthology (R) On Stereo) (Part 2 of 3) C!D
FriendsOO Single Guy Seinfeld (A) (In Stereo) 00 ER (A) (In Stereo) [J
MartinC!D · Single
New York Undercover 00 Star Trek: Next Gener.
Marriage
TCTToday Bob Larson BishopJ.
J.Osleen
Praise the Lord
News-Lehrer
Sports
Mystery!: lnsp. Alleyn
Mystery!: lnsn. Alleyn
Help
Bomelmp. · Diagnosis Murder (A) 00 Diagnosis Murder (A) 00 48 Hours Mc;ass a 2000"
News
NewsOO
Wh. Fortune FriendsOO Single Guy Seinfeld (A) (In Stereo) C!D ER (A) (In Stereo) 00
Paid Prog. Paid Prog. PaldProg. PaldProg. "Mirrors", tt (1977, Horror) Kilty Wm;• Peter Dooat.:,:_:,c;,
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News
NewsC!D
Married-

10:30 11 ~oo 11 :30
Nightline 00 Seinfeld 00 IHard Copy
Tonight Show (In Stereo) ILa!e Night
Cur.Affair Wanted
IRushL

Business
News-Lehrer
!Instructional
Lale Show (In Stereo) 00 IU.S. Open· .
News
Tonight Show (In Stereo) IRush L
NewsOO
Nightsongs
In the Ward W'rth GIi
Roseanne Cheerst!D · Baywatch (In Stereo) C!D
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CrossfireOO Prime News Polillcs
Larry King Live 00 ·
Sports
Moneyline NewsNight !Showbiz
World Today
COURT
News
Justice
Prime Time Jusllce
Justice
News
Trial Story: Andrew Legare Prime Time Justice (A)
INews
m :{i: Justice
CSPAN (Il) m
House of Representatives Prime Time Public Affairs
Prime Time Public Affairs (A)
DISC @) m
Bey.2000 Next Step
Wild Discovery
Mysterious Movie Magic Yugoslavia: Nation
NextSlep Bey.2000 Wild Discovery
(D :~:~l Melrose Place (In Stereo) Gossip
El
Behind
Talk Soup News Daily Inside "Friends" (R)
t'owardS. Howards. Melrose Place (In Stereo)
ENC @ m :H: "Oklahoma Crude" tt ½ (1973) George C. Scott:.'PG' ·, '.'They Uve''. tt½ (1988) Roddy Piper/A' IPrimelime . ~Brainstorm" tt'i(1983) ChrislopherWaD<en; 'PG',-.:
Baseball
!Running
ESPN
College Football: Notre Dame at Vanderbilt. (Live) 00
Sportscenter 00
m :7:4: Sportsclr. Kickoff
FAM ® m Jt Waflons "The Emergence" Highway to Heaven C!D
Bonanza
Rescue 911 On Stereo) C!D 700Club
Three Stooge3
Vega$ MSudden Death"
FX
Rawhide
m In Color No Relation World Cup 'Hockey: Second Round- Teams to Be Announced. (Live)
·.'A Child lost Forever'! {1992) Bevertj O'Angelo; ,, ,:, ,-t Living
LIFE
Mysteries Unsolved Mysteries
CD :~~l HopeGlorl Designing Unsolved Mysteries
MTV ® m
Singled Out Wanted
Prime Time On Stereo)
Yol (In Stereo)
Singled Out Bea,is-Butt. Alternative Nation
IVan Dyke
NICK ® m :~t DougOO_ ·. Tiny Toon Odd Couple Odd Couple Odd Couple Odd Couple Odd Couple IOdd Couple TaxlC!D
M.T.Moore Rhoda
Explorers and Rivals (A)
TLC
What Happened? ·.
ArchaeoL
Histor1
m Ji: Renovation Renovation History Archaeol. - Explorers and Rivals
Life of the Everly Brothers
TNN @ m
Dukes of Hazzard
Life of the EvC!rly Brothers Prime Time Country On Stereo)
!Club Dance (R) On Stereo) News
TNT @) m
In the Heat of !he Night C!D '.'Rocky
tt. (1985; Orama) Svlvesler Stallooe:tt ~i/-. •:Nip,hthawks~ tt-Jr (1981) Sylvester Sl31lone>< ::'~:>~: .I !'8 hl!nion Ways to Die''.••:
USA ® (:E) :):~: Wingst!D
ILove
U.S. Open Tennis: Mixed Doubles Final and Men's Quarterfinals. (Live) C!D
S:lk Stalkings (In Stereo) Big Date
IH'mooner
WGN @ m :):~: Grif:;.h
Major League Baseball: Chicago Cubs at Philadelphia Phillies. (In Stereo Live)· . INewsOO
Night Court Simon & Simon
WTBS @ m :7]l Videos · Videos , ~Police Acildemy 3: Bade lnTrafning".*k(1986)1!~;~ !'.Who's the Man?".'·**Y. (1993) Ed Lover, DodorDre.C- ~'00\'tntown".,Hn (1990r
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HBO ® 0
MAX
m :It: (5:30)!'The Crazysiller'•'+: ''TM Babysitter'':-& (1995 'A\:,.,::.'. ..-;,;;,., "No Contest''.(1994) ShannonTweed/R' ~It's Alive Ill: lsfandof the'Alive''.:*(1987:ticirror)tR\:'
(5:15) "High Frequency')ii '!Los!ng Chase" tt½ (1996. Drama).'R'., Tyson
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Ent. Tonight
Wh. Fortune
Roseanne
Vital Issues LIie
News-Lehrer
Home Imp.
News
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Wh. Fortune
Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
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Fam.Mal !Ducks
Sal Preview Step-Step 20/20 (Season Premiere) C!!l
Billy Graham Crusade (ill Dateline (In Stereo) (ID ·
Homicide: LIie
·
Sliders '"Fever" (In Slereo) X-Files "Apocrypha" (R) illl Star Trek: Next Gener.
TCTToday IL & E. Tripp Frederick K. Price
Praise the Lord
Mclaughlin SIUConnct Affirmative Action
Wash. Week !Wall SL
"Janek: The Silent Betrayal" (1994) Richard Crenna; ml Nash Bridges "Genesis"
Unsolved Mysteries (R) C!!l Dateline (In Stereo) (!!l .
Homicide: Life
Paid Prog. !Paid Prog. "Theatre of Blood" *H (1973, Horror) V111cenl Price.
Major League Baseball: San Diego Padres at SL Louis Cardinals. (Live)
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New,
· NightlineC!!l Seinfeld ml Hard Copy
Tonight Show (In Stereo) Late Night
NewsOO
Married.~
Cur.Affair Wanted
RushL
Charisma
Carman
Business
News-Lehrer .
Instructional
News
Late Show (In Stereo) ml U.S.Open
News[YJ
Tonight Show (In Stereo) RushL
Worship
Nightsongs
Cheers[YJ Baywatch (In Stereo) ilD
News
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Grossfire(!!l Prime News !Politics
La--y King Live t!!l
World Today
Sports
Moneyline NewsNight Showbiz
Prime Time Justice
Justice
News
Trial Story: Fight
Prime Time Justice (R)
Justice
News
News
Prime Time Public Affairs (R)
Close Up Foundation (R) Prime Time Public Affairs
Wild Discovery: Swift
Wings(R)
Next Step
Bey. 2000
Wild Discovery: Swift
Bey. 2000
Next Step
Beyond 2000
Talk Soup
Sizzling SL Tropez (RI
Melrose Place (In Stereo) Gossip
Howards. Howard S. Melrose Place (In Stereo)
!Uncut
"The Four Musketeers"*** (1975) Oliver Reed. 'PG' "Mutiny on the Bounty" ***½ (1962, Act/enture) Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard. "Reds"***½ (1981) 'PG'
Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand National
Auto Racing: NASCAR SuperTruck Series
Sportscenter llll
Baseball
Sports ctr.
Highway to Heaven [YJ
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) 00 700Club
Three Stooges
Bonanza
Waltons "The Sermon"
Vega$ "Love Affair"
Rawhide
In Color
No Relation World Cup Hockey: Second Round - Teams to Be Announced. (Live)
Living
Mysteries
Unsolved Mysteries
HopeGlori Designing Intimate Portrait
"I Posed for Playboy"**½ (1991) Lynda Carter.
Buzzkill (R) IAnd the Winner Is...
Beavis-Butt. IBeavis-Butt. Singled Out Sports
· Yo! (In Stereo)
Singled Out Rock
TBA
!Jeannie · Taxii!D ·
Van Dyke
Jeannie
Jeannie
Jeannie
M.T.Moore Rhoda ..
Dougilll
Tiny Toon Jeannie
!Jeannie
Airport Jam-World
Flying the Space Shuttle
Flying the Space Shuttle What Happened?
Renovation Renovation Airport Jam-World
Championship Rodeo (R)
Championship Rodeo (R) Prime Time Country (In Stereo)
!Club Dance (R) On Stereo) News
Dukes of Hazzard
·- "The Dog, of War"*** (1980) Christopher Walken.
"Project: Shadowchaser'!
In the Haal of the Night [YJ "Muhammad Afi: The Whole Story'' (1996)
"Malibu Summer" (1991)
Big Easy (In Siereo) 00
Big Easy (In Stereo) ilD
'"Crocodile' Dundee II''**½ (1988) Paul Hogan. [YJ · Championship Friday
H'mooner
Night Court Simon & Simon
INewsilD
Nick Freno Major League Baseball: Chicago Cubs at Philadelphia Phillies. (In Stereo Live)
Major League Baseball: New York Mets at Atlanta Braves. (Live) [YJ
!"Pretty In Pink" *H (1986, Drama) Molly Ring,vald•. Big Girls
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Comedy
"Wolf'H½
"A Walk in the Clouds" ttii (1995) Keanu Reeves: 00 "Outbreak"**½ (1995, Suspense) Dustin Hoffman. (In Stereo) 'R' llll "J~de" *~':
(5:00) "I.Q." Scenes
(5:10) "Miami Rhapsody" "Species" tt (1995, Science Fiction) Ben Kingsley. 'R' Poltergeist: The Legacy "The Quick and the Dead" H½ (1995) Sharon Stone.

C$:Z Inside the NFL (In Stereo) "Interview With the Vampire"*** (1994) Torn Cruise. "Sabotage" (1996) Marc Oacascoo: 'R' [YJ Gotti
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"!W' ..... Second Noah (In Stereo) Beatles Anthology (RI (In Stereo) (Part 3 of 3) [YJ
- Funniest Comedy Duos [YJ
"3 Ninjas"** (1992, Comedy) Victor Wong. 00
Copsilll
Cops(R)OO America's Most Wanted (!t Highlander: The Series
TCTToday Epistles
Hour of Power (In Stereo) Carm1111
Pat Boone
Lawrence.Welk Show
Swing Alive! At the Hollywood Palladium (In Stereo)
College Football: UCLA at TeMessee. (Live) C!D
"3 Ninjas" tt (1992, Comedy) Victor Wong. [l!J
Funniest Comedy Duos lllJ
Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
"All the President's Men"**** (1976, Drama) Robert Redford, Dustin Hollman.
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Wh.Fortune
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Wh. Fortune
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News
Outer Umits (In Slereo) !JD Rescue 911
News(ID
Saturday Night Live (R) (In Stereo) (!t
Mad TV (R) (In Stereo) [YJ Star Trek: Deep Space 9
Vanlmpe
Ron Luce · Real Videos PowerviEW
Country Music's Finest Hour
Austin City
News
M'A'S'H(ID M'A'S'HOO
News llll
Saturday Night Live (RI (In Stereo) rnJ
Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Nightsongs
Highlander: The Series
Baoylon s (In Stereo) 00
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Politics
Prime News Sports Sat. Larry King Wee~md ilD
World
Sport LIie Sports Tonight [YJ
NewsNight Style (RI
Lock& Key Trial Story
Prime Time Justice (RI
Justice
Trial Story (RI
Trial Story (A)
Justice
m News
(fj) €I:) Jt America and the Courts
American Perspectives
American Perspectives (R)
@ €D J •: Movie Magic Mysterious BI11e Water Hunters (RI rm Deep Probe Expeditions Justice Files (RI
Fangs! (R)
Blue Water Hunters (R) ll!::
Howard S•. Howards •. Talk Soup (R)
World's Coolest Clubs (R)
CD Jt "Hail Caesar''* (1994, Come-ff) Anthony Michael Hall Models Inc.
~1,) m :H: (5:01) "Nicholas and Alexandra"*** (1971) 'PG'
"The Adventures of Baron Munchausen" (1989) 'PG' Primetime "The Survivors"** (1983, Comedy) 'R'
(2) ED :7:4: NASCAR
Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston Cup - Miller Genuine Draft 400. (Live) [YJ
Sportscenter (ID
Baseball Tonight
"Hart to Hart: Till Death Do Us Hart" (1996, Mystery) ''The Yeagers" **½ (1980. Adventure) AndyG:iffith.
Remington Steele
GJ ED J$: Big Valley
FX
Vega$ "Dead:y Blessing" Rawhide
m J~: In Color No Relation World Cup Hockey: Third Round- Teams to Be Announced. (Live)
LIFE
Commish[YJ
Story: Behind Unabomber HopeGlori Nurses
CD :):$; Line of Fire: Morris Dees "Black Widow''**½ (1987, Drama) Debra Winger.
MTV flID m :~f Buzzkill (RI Road Rules MTV Video Music Awards (R) (In StP.reo) [YJ
Post Show Beavis-Butt. Top 20 Video Countdown
NICK ® m J~; Monsters
Rugrats:m Alex Mack SpaceCase AIIThat(R) Pete &Pete I Love Lucy Lucy and Desi
Van Dyke
M.T.Moore Rhoda
@ 11: How'd They Do.Thal? • Operation (R). •
TLC
Human Experience
Demolition Derby (R)
Operation (R)
Human Experience (R)
TNN @ m J~: Talent Roundup
Opry
Grand Opry Statler Bros. (In Stereo)
Bill Gaither: Homecoming Opry
GrandOpry Statler Bros. (In Stereo)
TNT ®
:)f In the Heat of the Night ilD In the Heat of the Night mi "Battle of the Bulge" ttt (1965. Adventure) Henry Fonda. Robert Shaw.
; ZoneTrpr _
USA ® CE) :):~: "Fatal Attraction" *ti½ (1987, Suspense) Michael Douglas. llD
Pacific Blue "Rapscallions" Weird Sci. · "Sex and the Single Alien" * (1993, Adult) Eric Kohner.
WGN ® m
Major League B:;seball: Boston Red Sox at Chicago While Sox. (In Stereo Live)
News (In Stereo) [YJ ·
Night Court ~Killer Instinct''** (1988, Drama)
WTBS @ ED
Major League Baseball: New York Mets at Atlanta Braves. (Live) [YJ .·
"The Naked Prey" -H* (1966, ,\dventure) Come I Wilde. Greystoke: Tarzan·
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C$) (5:00) "Clueless" (1995) [YJ "Ace Ventura: When Nature <:alls" tt· First Look· "Congo" tt (1995, Adventure) Dylan Walsh. 'PG-13' 00 Arliss·(R) mr Comedy
Tremors II: Aftershocks 00 "Kls~ of Death" *H (1995, Orama) David Caruso. 'R' .: "Under Siege 2: Dark Territory" *'1 (1995) 'R' mi - · • "Tales From the Hood" 'R'
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m Datellne(lnStereo)IID
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New York City attracts legal
graffiti artists from Germany
The Washington Post

NEW YORK-For Mathias
Kohler, a graffiti artist from
Germany, a summer trip to New
York ranks somewhere between a
pilgrimage and a working holiday.
It gives him an opporhmity to
have a photo taken that will show
the folks back home that he ha.~
been there, done that :ind legally
left his "tag" on n wall in the city
"where it all stancd...
"We have a lot of graffiti art all
over Germany, but New York is
the roots of ii all. So Germans
want 10 come here to sec it and, if
they can, to try it out," Kohler, 28,
said during his "working" holiday
in New York.
In the past few years graffiti

STRIKE.IT RICH

~:?x-~~~.~t·

artists from Italy, Australia, Japan
and Scandinavia have been coming to New York, which is widely
acknowledged as the Mecca of
graffiti art, to view what local
maestros can do with a can of
paint and creative flair and to
make their own contribution:
Some, like Kohler, do it legally in
areas where they have _been granted permission 10 paint.
Others do it illegally, under
cover of darkncs.s in subway
depoL~ and on other public and private property.
They establish contacts with
their American counterparts
through a myriad of underground
magazines distributed in record
shops in Europe, Australia and
Japan as well as on the Internet.
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PUBLIC INVITATION TO GREET

Fast Fme Delive,y.

C•111x·

democrat candidate for state representative

AND A VERY SPECIAL GUEST

SATURDAY • SEPTEMBER 7, 1996
ILLINOIS RIVER ROOM • 8:00 PM-10:00PM

STUDENT CENTER • SIUC
Sponsored by: SIUC College Democrats
Hamilton Arendsen, President • Marla Smith, Administrative Secretary
call 351-1568 or 529-0137 for details

1rN UnJncar /,up«tlon S, E.tlmat•

.'} I Molnoko• I Brakes I Lifetime. I
.. I llfotimo Brake I . PetA.ie
I Muffler I
j I Pads & Shoes I WlrhFrHlmpktlonl .... 111..,011 11 , 100,. I
fua!;::!:::::::.. 1:-..:-~;.:::.~I •.!:.'!:"C::.'::: I
U:.~':.~..,

II

Discount Mufflers

Roland W. Burris

(Ml281ks.E.ollheltaltoad)

EXHAUST• BRAKE.S • SIIOCKS • STR11JS • SFRINGS • C.V.JOINTS

siu coneae

SlUC Alumnus• 1959 • Political Science

with t~h:'Te"""'l"'.!"_'!!11

Carbondale 308 E. Main s1. 457-3527

enn

John S. Rendleman

o,.e....,....,..,.
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F,ee Delive,y.

CanyOut

; 517 S. Illinois Ave. • Carbondale • 549-STIX

4;rand · OpeninQ Special

..-----------------.

..--------------------...

l

l

l

•

STIX VIZZ4.
lunch mt:r
C()llp(JO (;(J()(J f()r

!
:

§4.00 off any Larae Viua I
§'.l.00 _off.

afrii Small

Viua

i

l

·

~

.

:
:
:

· I Side Order S. 2 Sodas
for S10.99
Lilrlle Taco Vizza for

Otm

_!~~:_~J

DilllY Specials Vine-In Cnly- Cne snce & 16 OL soda or 9 cz Vralt
'-· 99C Vllchers wllh [)urcha\C ct lilll!C Vizza (limit 'l)·

sr.7.i .

Fast Free Delivery • Carry Out • Fast Free Delivery • Carry Out • Fast Free Delivery • Carry aut

W'f'
FUN PARK

M!

HWY13

I..I..:l':.tJ_._,_,J_._.._~,._,"'1..1':9 . . . . . ., .........._._ . . . ._..

!

§TIX VIZ:llA

· One Lon:te 2 ToppfrtQ Vizza

z •••••••
~ t HANEY RD RED BARN
< t
. FURNITURE
~t
t
CLAYTON RD
0

..... ~_,_'I._J;

(9
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· Minim001 Ad Sile: 3 6/les, 30 ctlaraciers.
Cq,yDeadme: 12 Noon. 1 pubricalionday priortol)Ublication.
Classdied Ad Ptf,cy: The Dail'/ Egyptian cannot be respMSibte lor more than one'.

(based on coosecutive Mning dales)
1 day___.$1.01 per line. per day
3 clays. ___.83c per line, per day

" ~o~--=:=: ::::~=

:t:!:::~ ~~~: ~r.'~:~ullol lhe.

f.,

0

~
1

Open Rate ·
S 9.55 r,er column i'ch. per day
MnimumAdSize
1 cdumnlrdl
Space Reservation Deadline: 2 p.m., 2 days prior to pubricalion

coum

'.: ~rements:
·

Al 1
dassif~ display advertisements are required to have a
J"21)0inl t>oider. •Other borders are acceptable ex:, larger colu:m v.idths. ;,

_
_ _.;...._.;....
__
__
_lhe
_value
__
_
____
_ _ _ _,-....J~_f
\~ ..__2D
or_
more._.52c
per fine, per _
day _ _ _
advertisef
v.tlich
lessen
ol lhe
advertisement
wil\ _
De adjusted.

. . . . __.. ··· 'YJ
1vn
Il.:~::?:-:::-~-:::::!:A:::u=lo::::::=:::!:!::,,.JJ.i,tJ,JI ~oo-=~i:r~Mi'o:~•9~:{2i".'labl,,
a5 HONDA AccORO ·LX

95 JEEP WRANGlER. 5 spd, red, c,n/
Im cassette, S12,400, coll Hunter day,.
687-1702.
92 NISSAN MAXIMA SE, auto,

C. rr;",soo'°J:JJ•~.CD
90 FORD PROBE GT 1\JRBO,

power,

=.s;..,,.

7
: .~
rte,
window,, and front fenders. w.nfit325
or 318 model. Coll 351-0057, leave

~

::~t~~~:;

UOYDS APl'UANCE SHOP in
Clmtopl,er. Wcnhen, clry.s,
refrig.-oton, llove•, ele, $100 ooch,
guaranr-1, 1·61 B-724·445.5.

messogeor549-0059inlhe...,.;ng.•

.

83 M£RCEDES 2400, tan in color,
~ window., w: ccnd,

aulo, o/c,

$5,000, 618-997-9676.

Back Te kh••I lpedal

Minis!r>es '--"7·5794.

!~~~~mo:~~t{!~

ACES Automotive, 2101 S. Illinois 7591.
Mcb.1e repair semce, 549-3114.
Vooch Counlry S-Ycur · .
AulomolMt parts IOUrCe, 457-5770. _

89 TOYOTA SUPRA TIJRBO, gray, 5

BB Niua, Senlra ouio, a/c...$2750
B9Tavr,sGI. outo,a/c.._...$2995
BB Berena GT oulo, a/c.._ •. $'2995
88 OOOGE COI.T, w/ pioneer pullout BB Esa,rt GT auto, a/c.......$2.500
om/Fm ,rereo cau, speo~ers, runs 96 Canvy IX 5 spd, a/c..••. -S2.500
needs point, 35 >.ea,id SEI 5 spc!. o/e ....$2.500

:i~~:5~~ra:-·w:
i;:S:X,::,ii"~'.';-~'.

88 HONDA l'REUIDE, 5 speed,
0/ c, l)Ower •leering, CD player,
wnroal, ,_ rad'oalar & e.hau.r pipe,
$3500 neg, 549-8049.
88 SAAB 9005, bn-..heel dme, 01110,
casselle, $4,795 oba, 529·

s~·

~,,...,..-~-,------,-- 1

88 SUBARU GI. w~.

~. live

:-. i~-Jlfai'. ccnd, dean, $4,2SO

:r=.~=.~~::::s~Ws°
37 Cutlou 0.0 ciuto, a/e. •.$1995

36 Mazda RX•7 5 spd, o/c. ...$2500

:~~•:..a:ao/t:::\~
87 d,e,,y No.o 5 spd, _,_..$1750
82~"'11o,a/C.--;J·s1~

~ ~tr'°spc1.~~.....Si500

89 ProbeGT 5 spd,o/c.......SJ995
Quality Aut• 457•6P64

1501 W.MainSt.C'dale,ll

:~~ :;.;.;,~ i::e.;;~=:

second owner. S3,650,cc0351•144I. CAU fOR $1001 Truw,boals,A·
-87-BMN--5-28_E,_A_door,......,-o=-l~--.-ai:-,, 1 wfieelen, molorhcmes. fvmilln, elec8
DYID, wnrool, $4700, 529·AOOO or ~c;::JSt••s,::. %.!"_ :·.~
t_B_7·_J8_25_eveni
........
·ng~t.-....,..,....,..--I 513·"3AJ at. ~SOI.
87 CHM SPECTRUM. original owr,er,
reliohte 1rcnopo,1otion, $2000 oba, J., CASH fOR CAU $100 • $1000
melloge 457·7Ul.
paid lor )'00" used or abu,ed Ye!-Jde
87 HONDA ACCORD, 5 spd, lvll innmnit,gccnclirian. 549·Bl60.

~SJ~k~l~-~·CM"',
~~~i~: i4.~hc'lcti-

Ir:::::: :Mus~~(::. :JI

BJ HONDA OVIC, ntooble, great gos

~ t~~~ 8 ~'.

~~c;,-~~j~•,_
_________

USID WASHERS & DRYIRS 90
~-;-;;;~~~/75 _& up.

ti;~~5~
ditiot,.

runs good, 687·2787.

028D.
86 HONDA ACCORD LXI, 4 door,
moon roof, 5 ,peed, new brales,
$1,IOOcbo, 351-()334.

6ltmOOCS USED flJRNl1IJRE.
I 5 min from c:ampus lo MaLinda,
Det....,. awailabl,, 529·2514.

&/NOYE FIAT AlTO SAX, $200. 351·
0599.
FOR SAlE: Bou Guitar and Amp.
ElENA'S GENTI.Y USED FURNITURE Fender r;opy precision bau. w.n sell
5'llcliscountw/s1Udentl.c!.Detivery sepan,1ely. $300 oba, 351-()334.
l
awa~. Min from C'dole, 987•2A38.

t : )rectro~1~. ::JI

HOMI DISCOUNT• Ron: lo awn &

solos. Fumilln &mo,e, Law lemu,

90 YWJ.JfA FJl200, DC anl, low
miles, mclln awner, SJBOO, cell Ricfi
cl549-6760.

105 S Washir,g1on, 549-9456.

·

4BJ2.

Appt,oncn, lvmi!ure, Slereo

THU & THAT SHOPPI,
816 E. Main. C'dole. We buy,
sell, and conoign. 457·2698.

par\ing prcblemt.

~-S:~-~;;t;~!;j~i. !i3~

Buy and • -lh

pele, exc: ccnc1. $JOO obo, co!I 687•

79 YWJ.JfA ECXESS 650, ._ tires/
rear broles. ,_ seat, needs point, rvns
gaocl, $450 oba cell 457·5361. No

82 SUZIJl(I GSBSOl, blodt wilh lairing
& siuy bat, "'"' great,
S1300 oba, 351-0671.
86 NINJA 600R, excdlenr conclition,
marry ,..,.,, parts, 14,>ea mi, $2300
oba, caD Gearye 351-9586. ·
P3 HONDA CBR f2, he C.nd,

CASH! CASH! CASH!

ICING SIZE, SOFT side ....,ferbed, com-

equipm~-~~s~.

Old Town Trode,
21A N. Wcnhingicn
549-2144

JENNY'S ANTIQUES & USED
fURNIIURE. 9·5 Man-Sat. Closed Sun.
S..,. & Sell. 549-A978.
BEDS, dressers, c!esl, sofas, micro·

I 144 E. Rerdemcn, 2 bdrm.
I 265 E. Parle, 4 bdrm &'2 bdrm.
1001 N. Oallond, 4 bdrm es1a1e.
CoD lo, inlo549·16.5A.

IC =~bil:~€~~~: II

--::....,,--.<'"'"'AW,.,.,.A..,.-:SA-:-:-:Kl~Z,.,...X•6-=--,-:-:6,3-AA I
mile.,co.w&helmetindudecl,S3,800
·
I YEAR OLD 16:.:60, '2 bdrm, I, ~ 1
oba, 457·2371 "'9ningt.
- - - - - ~ - . . . . , . . . - - , 1 exc ccnd, open tmng 0t110, cctheclral
87 HONDA MAGNA 20K. Red w/ ce,1",ng,gosopp10nCet,wcoddeckind,
while trim, lile ,_, n,conls awail.'mu>t $18,000, 351-1 137.
.... $3,500 oba, H 351-1568.
I;=:==========,
OS HONDA SHAIX1N VT700, great RINT TO OWH, C• rloendale
cane!, n- front lire, new battery,
Mohlle HemH, N. Hwy 51,
Call 54P•3000
fordotatls.
549-0059.
82 CM250 HONDA. Good laolr.ing COrt & PRNATE, 12 x 30, lum, t
bile, runs great, le,., miles! $995. Don bdrm, ,hodylct,o/c,gos, $2,000oba,
351-0181.
529·3424 or 687·3800.

.

Wanted to B~:

refrigeta1on, .....shen.~.

=,l~t~~J!g~;:._rango,

782 Cl!OWEll RD, New 3 bdrm.

a/c, comp,len, slweo equ;p,
TVs, VCRJ, ~ or nal.
IBM 1YPEWRITER $40, desb $15 & Sale TV'a/VCR'• 75 & up.
$35, trundle-doy bed S60, bed $35,
Rent,_ t,/va $23/mc 457•7767.
exen:i>ebi~SI0,549-2888.
STUDY TABLE $20, STUFFED OWR 19" ZENITH COi.OR RfMOTE TV
$20, SMAll£R OWR $10,
$85, 25• TV $125, VCR $75,
867-2638.
Window a/c $95, 457•7394.
NEON &ER SIGNS,

=:microwaves,J
51J:2%1. ' 1-r

:,~'lc,;~IBM

IBM SE~C TYPEWR!ml, ,lend
diair, $95 oba. Blocl. metal deslc, SI 00

oba. Sleeper couch, S75 obo. 684·
5196.

·

·

I

~-~~~~~

5000 BTU $85, 10000 BTU SIAS
22000 BTU $195, CoD 529-3563.
90 DayGvcranlee.

:

~~~~ut~rs .• :JI

..

INFOOUEST·N- ancl Used Sy.fem.
PC Rontols, Softwre, HUGE BaS. W,
Do R.epoirs and llpgrode.1 On !he S!rip
•
606 S. Illinois 549·341A.
·
486 DX2/66MHz MINITOWER
COMl'UT£R. 2X CD ROM. BMa

m~~·s~.

~9- 5

1~Jt?'.:~tt J~~: 1tJ\f~~\[:11;rveii''
8

ii e

)eait'::~~cinda ,@· 5 3 6 -3 3 itJ.irdi~t~-~t:at; '.,

1r01tt~lllfJ£Jifii~It·6-~-;_;()n rat·e.i -· .iqJ!~\~:~~~:~!l~lrl :~;n~•:
1

·I

1990 Ford Tempo G..__ _ _ _ $2,950."'2
Automatic, Air, Cassette
1991 Pontiac Grand Am LE...._ _ _ $6,750,"'2

Loaded, Automatic
1991Chevrolet Mark Ill Conver5lon Van.$9,950,"'2
Loaded, 58,000 miles
1995 Plymouth Colt Vista ........................$9,500,aa
36,000 miles, Keyless Entry, Automatic
1995 Mazda 82200
$8,600,'2l2 ,
NC, Cassette, Only 35,00 miles
1995 Chevrolet Cavalier Convertlble.... $12,995,'2l2
33,000 miles, Automati~, V6

1988_·Grand Voyagqr _LE ...$4,495 Don's
1993 Nissan Extra-Cab...$8,495 ~uto Body R~pair
631 N, 14th Street
1995 ~lymouth yoyager... $13,900 Murphysboro,
Wlnols 62966
549.2255 I 800-457-8116

DII DCe Chrysler I Plymou~ I Mama

Cars

and

Don Jewell
618-684-6469

HOLT'S'
TIRE &AUTO CENTER
GRAB A"HOLT". OF ADEAL

.•..
223 E. MAIN
· CARBONDALE

.· 529-3383

Trucks

Rt. 13 West 702 Walnut 820 E. \Valnut
Marion
Murphysvoro Carvoriaalc
997-6080 687-4442
351-9720

...

.

_,,~•...

~.

.•.

Mark Holt
Owner .

i_

r-------------.,
~
457 · 8411
•

THE CAR. STORE
Dependable

303E.Main .

Carbondale

,

.

I

•

I

: 0 ,~~318

I

S. 11linois:

INATIONWIDE WflRRANTYI
I • 6 months/6.000 mllczs
I
• Covczrs Parts & Labo_r
I
I • Customczr tlotllncz .
I • Complcztcz forczlgn· & Domczstlc
I

L~2~---~--'=BF-~.J

Need a qu.ick_fix?
-Check-out our

Au.to ·Guide Toda

!
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2 !!ORMS, living,,,;,.,., kilthen, ball,_,

386 SX, 16 MHz. ~O MB, HO, 2 MB
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NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, I

3·A bdrm, fvm, c/a. Alf "NIW" CARSONOAlE 3 BORM,
<I
& new ~ . great locatio,,~ ,::;
grod/profe,,ional,687•3037. .. . .

I A" color VGA .,..,.,,io,, hardfi
C'O>.it
SPACIOUS
TV$, ';!'•_nmerearScaleo'"pu, , . F_? UtS.pring bedrcom wilh carport, $225/rno, na lnslde. Walk lo SIU. $760/mo, fin!
295 """'
5 29 .. 217
u.RAM,
. d, pertoct
le, papen, loaded ..,,
:~~/m\i:"W:;':,1't'.;g~~
549•7AOO.
fast l«llrity, w/d. "IXTRA Nia•.
s~its;;ij)o: wonoows 3.0. ~r"· ain 68HIAS °' 6~- ~!~:~~l=.,.!.°.'~ ~~~~-;!E~~~J ::~~::,Rural~;.
29_-~
.. r~it/i'aa'!;/""~9~:·dl ;:,===2:::::BORM,;:::::=q::;:::::::;::,==== pell. 529•3806 or6a...s911.
haa
__
b,p_._J-'_25_tma_
•.5_
_ _• - ~ ~ ~ - 3 = - ~ · 1ea.. & _

~

AAfA

fv•

pell,

rorn $129. Best Deaf, On Safes,
~~~~1:f1066.

I~.· .

~is. <:_e.na~eo_u~-.
. u:·

• _

_

,,,,

0

I

f:_

_

CARPORT FOR RINT Close

G:,c:'7..:i,~

n:::hborhoad,
Manager,, 529·2620.

lc,

SlUDIOAPAJlTMINTI,

fulf
...... $850.
529•2241

to!?===~~======.
Studio Apts

campus, nice neighbo,haad, calf Von
Awlen529-5881 orS.tN935.
CHECK OUT 8AHAJ FAITH WEB
PAGE - hnp://www.bcca.org
o, calf

687-2513.

Newly remodeled
Sophomore approved
CM>ilAug 1,closelocampus,
$220/mo

'529 2241

•

re

~

'"'"""'

ONl8DRMAPf2blhlromcam-

ton'1srff61. rfro-1:fo~5/ao,

view chomels, 800-752•1389.

0

e:.i::~1.,~ ~~•s;,

Drawing lor Diamond! (.73 carol,
SIJOOJ Sun 9/8 C'da!e Lbraty, AOS
W Main. Tio.els SJ, 2/$5 0 tbrory or
Gem & Jewelry, I AOO W Main.

1.. . . ...
. .,. _

I BDRMAPTS, lvm & unlvm, mus,!,,,
neat & clean, ABSOlUTELY NO PETS,
CaDA57•n82.
280RMIN-'·PI.EX.minvtetlromSIUC.
quiet/Malarea,$375indud.uwater/
trash,calf529·5852.
M'BORO LARGE ONE BORM,
Com,enient locatio,,, $225/mo, 687•
1873,agentowned.
po~ng2&~_1:F'TS,nd,'1"!'f'°J'•_
campus, <M>H)oc; S49·A729.

•

CA LI Dl•SCRAM8LIR KIT,
SU.95, vi-aO pn,mium and pay per

MURl'HYSBORO, ONE BDRM lvm °'
::~eait'l:J.
$170/mo; na

mo+ dep, SA9·170A.
I BDRM, FURN, Quiet neriJ,orl,oad,
AOI Eoson, $360/mo, ova~ Sept 15,
529·295" or SA9-A028.
·

LARGI 2 BDRM CM>if fall 96, near
SIU, lvm, ale. cl«in, wefl.mainloined,
SSOO/mo, AS7·.U 22.
SlUl)IO APT FaD 96/~ 97, lvm,
ale. ....-/trash, neor SIU, well main·
lained, $210/ma, "57·.U22.
NICI 1, 2, OR :I BDRM, 2
IFflC APTS Fall 96/f,pr 97, lvm,
near sru. wdl-mainlained, water/trash,
•11ts frem ho1plt• I, vnfvm,
• voll now, 529•35&1.
laundry. $200, "57-.U22.
1
PARK PLACI IAST o/c rooms,
STU~S& 1:
I BEDROOM. 2 ROOM, lvmished,-'
close1oSIU, Faff/Spring $l85/mo,u61
ind. 5"9·2831.
included,
PRIVATE ROOMS, util 1¥, $160/mo, 2
2
bdrm apll, $295/mo, fum. neor SIU,
Fall & Spring. 529-A2l7.
NICE NEW2 & J BDRM, manye><::os, Poul 11,yantRenlafs, "57·566-'.
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR STUDENTS,
$160/mo,
Shehan Rentals
~~~lo. pets,
529.5m la molte an appoinlmenl.
PRIVATI ROOMS, FEMALES
PREFERRED. $250/mo, ALL UTIL 6al pm1eu.,,,,,r selling, .....,.1a1,1. im- len-ed, 681-2101.
PAID Clo,e lo SIU, study lounge avail, mediotefy, references required, calf
can 618-997-3436.
~lcBrlde Rent• II 687-3035.
SPACIOUS PURN STUDIO
STEVENSONARMS,ROOM IIA,a/c,
19
refrigerator, cable, furnished, suite NICE OOET 2 BDRM, West lown, un~
~
foundry locifilies, lrH par\ing,
larnily,
a, professional, 529-2535.
~~
~
708·A52·7630 calfecl, lor more
2 OR J BDRM, fu, Faff. 409W
Apts, S. 51 S. cl f'teasant Hill R<I.
information a,D Otl)iime.
Pecan #3, SJSO/mo, 2 bJh lrom Hos·
5"9·6990.
jj,_f0om~ates
ptol,529·3581 ar529·1820.
M'BORO 1 BEDROOM. furnished, 7
t.;::::=:;=.::::::=::::::::::::·=.--:::J·•· p:R=E=N=T=A=L=Ll=ST=O=UT=.;;Com==eby=. mi,.,tn 1o sru, w/d.' c/a, lawn care,·
li~e new, S350/mo,687·U71.
FEMAlf NON·SMOKER hov,emale, 508 W. Oo~ la pid, "I' fist, nw 1o
..... )"hing fum,,l,ed, move nghl in, lron1door, in bo,._ 529-3581.
LOOKING FOR QUIIT ADULT
lau.,d,ylao, 684-5584
LIVING? 2 bdrm, unlvm, $400; an·
tral heat & air, hardwood 8-s, na
~~ ~
NICE, NEW AND CLlAN
pets or portien. 985-8060 alte, 7 pm.
o, noisy people, $188/mo + )I util,
DISCOUNT RENT PlilOGRAM
early Sept. "57-72U
pet, a/c, 529-3581 o, 529·1820.
AVAIL I becltoom, I batl,,.....,anaw,
Share hovse al 704 Caffl)Us Ori-,e,
VERY MOOERN & NICE! lcvndry.
BRANO NEW APTS, 514 S Wall, 2 l;;;,~1~3"1'."ilding,a,11
dedt ... loftecl c.;lingsl Grad s!uden11
bdrm, lvm,
&ale.
pre!, $JOO/mo, Can 351-9311.
529-~581 or 529·1820.

1•

M'BORO

2

BEDROOM. very nice,

i::...."::1:r: ~i'.:::,,w~d;;.&,';~· ~~~~~UTf, Come by
Houses

,

~::~~-.:r~~tc: ·

"'ilay~68A,...,.,-6868
___
• _ _ _ __

~-~i~Als~!::m.
A210.

ln:,n1~,in::..: 52°f.3far.""'1o

TOPC

(1-i'

~~~:\!::~Jf=

•

2 BDRM'l)UPLU, I al fre•

town, Incl w • tor/trnh,
$360,qvlet,549•0081.

alid",ng gloss
feod"!!"IJ la pri-,att 21!.0RM,FUllYFURN,SSJOlolol(mo,
scrHne<I patio from lomily room, ~~ PAIO, close lo SIU, l'mcte
~ 2 a,r goroge w/ ~ - t""-'ll<M>t618-997-3436.
master bedroom has
3 BDRM, FAMltY ROOM, c/a ,-fy
dining area, nice r.nc.d
will, decarated, na pets $-'25/mo •
~enspol.A'tOi!Sept I,
·819A, 1:812·U2-6002,i;;~._
29-2013 OtRJS B. ,
NJC:E 20R 3 BDRM, lg lmng & dining
PPJCERfDUC£0,Closela51U,N"ice3· ,._,., 2 bafu,carpe1,a/c,dosela
A bd-m, 2 bad,, lum. ~ a/c. new SIU. 529·1820 or 529·351!I.
•
door_

'DAU LOCATIONS

!iJ:i'i:;l~~:!:i:t,=;
)'Ord at AOS S Poplar
6~·AU5 or

O pets

call
68i-6U2. '
°F=========~I
COAI.EAREA, SPAOOUS 2, 3,

and

pr•"•'t"-":"'O:•i:'a~r:':'.•!~.
miles west cl Kroger

carpo,1s, 2

=~r·

ca!_ 684-AIAS or

~.if'tf,•

appl,S29-l 920otS29-

I,

M'BOR0,2Dl)RM,onemlside,

illo%;.~~~T'so.2 bdrm home, : " ' " ~ ~ ~ ~ ' · shoded ""·

2 BDRM HOUSE. quiet ,,.;s},barhaad

r~'%:: ~~~~:"388_-.

Y~rci_Saf~s.

HER SIGNS, BAR STOOLS,
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, ere ... Jochon
Country Club Pctio Sole, Sept 7,
8 a.m.• 12 noan.
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! Place Your Daily !.
*
*
• E gyp t·ian
!
Smile
Ads
!
549-4031
** from
8:00am -12 pm
.. *
·2 days
in advance ·
·*
r--------.1 ! (Ads after 12pm will not be accepted) !
RakeJn the *.
,.Only $3.35/per inch.
*.
Bucks!
*.
•smile ads are for individual, *
.personal use only.
*
!* ex::.birtfidays,
anniversaries !
**. ' _·.& congratulations,
etc.
**
.
124 S. UU..ols A•e. ca.t,oad.ale

*****t*****************k

ai,vet

l ~. ·..,~. ,•·
~:l~

f~ ~.s;~~~~../d haalup, $900/mo, 5"9·1 .us.

I~· . ·,

Du~fexes ...

Houses for Rent:·

ti

BRICKINRIDGI APTS 2 bdrm,

:·:5).~~ ;_;.}9~
NlCf I BDRM APT, d/w, microwave,
FEMAlE ROOIMIATE. 2 bedroom opt. do>e lo campus, no pell, swimming &
~ utils + .~ renl. w/d, c/o, d/w,
fi"1ing, 5.49-&000.
c,,,oif now, very nice, "57-4856
GAY WHITE MA1E 5'6'1". 134 n,,,
dean "'°-1, la share mobile home in
a •ery quiet n.;ghbo<hood.
looling for gay wf,;io mole of sirna;ar
height and ...,;9h1. $SOImo,
985-3041
FEMAlE NEEDED Now, beouhfvl apt,
near SIU, a;r & laundry-, $200 + urib,
no pets! 457-2n4, 351-1267.
M/P NHDIED, J bdrm opr, very
dean, fvm, $200/mo (negl + 1/3
utili6es, 351-9796 ah,,, 5pm.
MA1f NOl~·SMOKER, serious ,ruden1
lo share srnoll lvm hou-..e, $175/mo +
llutJ,804!1N. Btidge, 351-0909.

1;~~e~~1
SUBLEASE LG STUDIO opt, 510 S

;::ti.~~~ 6;!1;#.·

2

bib

SU8lEASER NEEDED al lewis Par\

!tlm~i. ~'w'i~~ fa,

I) . ·

Ae!rtm~nts .

TOP C'DALI LOCATIONS
exlto nice I & 2 bdrm lvm apll,
11st of 11ddro11e1 in ln:,n1 )'Ord
at 408 S. Poplar, na pell, calf 6U•

AIAS or 68-'-6862.

1 & 2 BDRM DUPLIXIS, avail
now & August, extra nice,
549.ooa1.
VERY NICE 2 BIDROOM. q-,ict area,
w/d hool.vp,oir, IJD'O!lO, pool, close1o
maD, $525, 985-4818.

ILL NEW
TO NHOUSES
3 Bedrooms

Dishwasher
* *Washer
& Dryer-..

* Central Air & Heat
Call

s29.;.1os.2

Adver:tise
with
the D.EJ
Call 536-3311

• Brand New 3 Bedroom T™nhoole Giant Qty $600.00
• Rural,iRes&dia1 3 Bedroom Randi w/ 2 Car Garage
$600.00

Economical Housing
• 2 Bedroom Apt. just 8 minutes· fr~m campus $335.00
• 2 & 3 Bedroo!I' Mobile Homes Starting at $120.00 ppm.

&ny No Pets~ Call 457-3321

§,W•n:j#mJ•M§@ 506 S. Dixon
507 ¼ W. i\f~i."1 #B . 408 E. Hester
906 \V. McDaniel
PN 1 hi=M❖i•

1 •i§Q

503 W. Cheny :
408 E. Hester : ·
_5~9 S. Hays

hfo!ai=i+ili+OO .·: Best
Selections

iri Town

12.Q_______________________D..;.m..:·1y;..E..:~~p-tia_,_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....;.·;.._T.:,:h~u,;.;rs:.;d;;;.;·a.:..;:y~,._;;~.,;;~.;;P.:,te.:.:m~b.:;c.:.r.:S.:.,.:l:.;.·9.:.9.:..6
ATTENTION IVlllYONII Eam .

Complete Resumo Services
Siu.lent Di=nt Avmlcbl&
Cov.rl..etton&Rcle'ffla!>
'
Word Procaulng & Ecllllng
Grod :;d.ool App,avec!

:~~~f~:=
Neces"")'l Se! Your Ow,, Hour>!

Serious lndmdual, CoU

TCU FREE 1·800-5B5·2252.

. · WOIIIIS • Perfedly!
457-5655

ATTENTION STIJO€NTS! GRANTS
& SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

FROM SPONSORS. NO
REPAYMENTS EVER. $$$ CASH
fOR COi.tfGE .$$$. fOi! INFO 1•
800-257•3834.

Home Park,457-8924.

SUP!:R-t.KE SINGLES & Doubles,
b:a!ed I mi frcm SIU, a,rpeling,
ale. gas furnace, well-maintained,
rea,onoble rates. Now leming for lall &
.,;nter. Avail immed. Cell tlt,noi, Mobile
Home rental,.
833 5475.
NICE 2 BEDROOM,
neor SIU, mu,y e>dtes, no pets,

549-8000.
UK£ NEW 2 BDRM, C'Dalo mobile
homo,p::,rtlylum,relerencesn,q, i
$-400/mo, lo, rent paid, 867·2203. I
EXTRA NICE 1 BDAA\, fum, cir, n
carpel, ~efficient, no pet.,
549-0,!91 "' 457-0609.
COUNTRY LMNG, 2 mi o,:nt, nice, l
person, 10 x 50, lum, no pe!s, SlAO/
me,

529·3581 od29·1820.

IF ...
You're Reading
This Ad You
Know Advertising
Works!

536-3311

''Oreek· Speak" Classifieds

11)

2 BDRM, FURN, In •hady

park, clean, Frost Mobllo

©
• 20 hours a week.
• Daytime 3-4 hour timeblock ~uired.
• Knowledge of journalistic writing style

The Daily Egyptian announces the
introduction of Classified ads exclusively
for Greek individuals and chapters .

preferred; strong spelling, grammar skills
r uircd.

General Assignment Reporter
• 20 hours a week.
• Daytime 3-4 hour timeblock required.

Use Greek Classifieds for just about anything! }

+ Know ledge of journalistic writing style

i§;

pre~~=; strong i:pelling, grammar skills
1--;;.;;.a==---------------1

;;:,:;

zw

Editorial Cartoonist

S{)ar•ties • CEx.cftanaes .•. Gracfuations •
. qnitiations • CJfon1ecominB o Greek
.A_wa~cfs • CEve11cfai ~mouncements•
· G1•eek G\Veek e S{)ftifantf1t'opic \f:vents o
fil""heta· (Xi_ ({)arieti Sflow •

+ Required to produce at least 2 editorial cartoons
!Xlrweek.
• Must have knowledge of both local and national·

political affairs.

+ Provide 2 samples of work with application.
Advertising Production
•
•
•
•

Must be able to work late if required.
Macintosh experience.
Afternoon workblock; approximately 1-6 pm.
Advertising experience helpful.

M
-;

.

-o.,
M

Production

;;:,:;

Rates are $4.00 for 25 words,
$.10 eac~ additional word.

• Night shift (must be l}vnilablc until 2 a.m.).
• Position available immediately.
• Prc~-ious printing or layout experience helpful, but

,

.

M

z

M

not necessary.
• Students w/ 8:00 a.,_m. and 9:00 a.m. classes riced
not apply.

AO

9(_aren, Congratulations 01:
i11itiation!
.lcve, !JOUT Pfdge Mom
Lisa.

Circulation Drivers
• Hours: 2 a.rn. - 6 n.m.

+. Good driving record a must.

.a,

!lJK0

A

.m

'IftanR§ for agreat ~angel
?{_e.rJ !}t.ar, same time.
'1(,e WOmetl ofAf:ul.

AOTI

AOTI.

M

::,

cl>K0

..~
M

. '"i
. ':"l

::-"

This is a great opportunity to promote your,
individual chapter and Greek life in general!

£2 .
••

Pick up your application al the Daily Egyptian R=pti~n Desk,
Commwili:atlona Bldg., Rm. 1259. Manday through Friday, 8 .us. .~. "' ._ .•• ,_ ... ~~Oui,53~~1
•. · ·; ··• · •
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Comics

Daily Egyptian

Doonesbury

Thursday, September 5, 1996

{u

by Gany Trudeau

~0
k.6011

SINGLE SLICES

b Peter Kohlsaat

Shoe

by Jeff MacNelly

,.-f'hisfirne
T~ ~hc(jn•,

-ii.a r.rfi.:,t
hit~i,qhd.

Thatch

Jeff Stiesol

WIIWIRR,r~
~~ CUC/15, ITWAS
~1l!RIU,lHlio:m&~~

86% PILOT

WIGIN ~CUl!ICA£S
ACR05Sll!SU.s.A ••.

\
~

SELECTION.
RATE

WE·RAVE-

' Mixed Media

GREATJOBS·
AND .WE·ARE.

HIRING
. ALL AC~EMIC MAJORS ACCEPTEQ _·
SCHOLARSHIPS ,AVAILABLE
.

.....-~.---

Thursday, September 5, 1996

·A.dvertis·e
'i:ii the·
Daily
Egyptian
536-3311-

Gate Opens 6:45 / Show at 7:50 ·
FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
& SUNDAY

Adul~ $3 Kids Free
Sensation~ Action Thriller
Morgan' Freeman/ Keanu Reeves

1.Chain Reaction(!Gu
Kurt Russel£
Escape
rom
L.A.tR) '

2~

a.SPC ·Films-~
S111Jrn1 Crnttr AuJiwrium

:

•
•
:

A\AY ST1Auss- The DJily EropliJn

•

:

All Sc:al• Sl.00!

•

for m"n, info call 1he SPC
Jln1line •• 7lf,,4FU;'I;:'

•

•

•

:

•

'WI

Eric Rushing (left) amt Matt McClellmrd,frcsl1111e11 cross co1111try n11mm, nm 11i11c miles tlrroiig/1 Carbo11dalcfor practice Wednesday ajleri10011.

I

Freshmen runners adjustto SIUC
When it comes to classes,
McClelland said he is fairing
slightly belier than his roommate:
.
· · ·· ·
is hard for us to meet other people because
When freshmen cross country
, "I don't like my general edurunners Eric Rushing and Mau
cation
classes,
but
I
do
a
of our schedules, but we do go out. " · few agriculture classeshave
McClelland arrived on the SIUC
that I
campus this fall. they said they
really enjoy," he said. "Even
Eric Ruslzi11g,
relied on their teammates to help
though my ·schedule is hectic, I
them adjust to the rigors of
am keeping up with my reading
Fresl1111a11 cross country nm11er
being student athlete~.
and assignments."
Rushing. a computer engiCross Country Coach Bill
neering major from Dawson, he hasn't had the chance to take out."
.
Cornell said McClelland and
said both the SIUC campus and any classes for his major. He isMcClelland, an agricultural Rushing arc making the transihis love of cross country arc conccntrating on adjusting to the education m:1jor from Rushville, tion to collegiate level running.
what brought him to SIUC.
studying.
is both a roommate and a team"It is hard for freshmen to get
Although he said adjusting lo
"lllc studying is a linle hard- mate of Rushing. He said he also used io running a longer discampus life did not scare him, er than high school, but I have is happy with his adjustment to lance,". he said. "Matt and Eric
- Rushing admi1tcd he had help more time during the day to SIUC.
arc both doing we!!, and the tatsettling in on campus.
study since I am in cla.c;s less,"
"My decision to come to cnt is there."
"Joe and Jeremy Parks he said. "I am taking English. SIUC was belier than I could , Charlotte West, SIUC associ(sophomore members of the · calculus, theater and chemistry. have expected," he said. "It is ate athletic director, said ·she
cross country team) have been
"I am not cnjoyins anything the best choice I could have believes that being on a team
there to answer the questions yet, but at lca.~t calculus isn't too madl•."
makes it easier for an incoming
that I have asked," he said. hard."
McClelland said the Parks athlete to adjust to college life.
"Since we are suite mates, their
Even after studying. cla.c;s and also ha·,c played a role in help•
"The team affiliation gives
door is always open to me.
practice, Rushing said he still ing him wi!h his transition to structured care." she said. "With
"Without the Parks, I would finds time Jo socialize with his · campus life.
the team affiliation, the goal is
ha\·e adjusted fine, but I would teammates.
"My adjustment wouldn't there forth:: players to help each
have had to figure more· things
"We do everything together as have been so soon without their ~thcr.
out for myself." .
·
a team," he said. "It is hard for help," he said. '1l1ey ha\'C been
"If a player is struggling, there
Because Rushing is taking so us to meet other people because here to help me. out since day is always someone to step in and
many geneml education classes, of our schedules, but we do go one."
,help."

By Donna Colter

Daily Egyptian Reporter

Gagliano
co11li1111C1lfro1111~1gr: 16
UC A's 20-yard line.

"It was just a good day,"
Gagliano said. 'The punt team 1id_
a gre:it job Saturday. Our co\'crai;c and protection wa.c; just awe•
some."
·
Gagliano said se\'cral areas
have helped him improve his
game and attract the auention of
scouts.
For one.- Gagliano s::;d he is
stronger and .norc mature this
year than he was a year ago. And
two, he said he worked closely
last summer with Bmd Maynard,
the NCAA's 1995 kicking champion. '
·

II We do e~erything toget~er as a lecl!Jl._ tt

"Brad told me I needed to spend
SVinkis said he ;md Gagliano anybody make it 10 the pros it
more time working on flexibility . constantly communicate with one would ha\'c to be him. I think he's·
and leg speed and not worry that another, and when one is down. so got a great shot at it."
much about the ,,,eight roum," is the other.
· Gagliano will continue hanciimg
"I knew when I wa.c; recruited the team's kickoff tasks; which
Gagliano said. .
Gagliano said he is well aware here that my main job wa.c; to gel Watson said will increase
of the scouLc; in the stands, but he the snaps back to him because we Gagliano's stock.·
said he tric~ not to let it put any knew we had a great punter,"
"When he became our kickoff
added pres~ure on him.
Skinkis said. "When he ha.c; a great man. that in.:rcascd his stock quite
He is equally aware that ii takes day, I ha\'c a great day." .
n bit," Watson said. "Now the test
As far as the professional level will be how consistent can he
two to maintain consistent punting.
goes, Gagliano said he believes - s;ay."
·
·
During punt situations, the opportunities to cam a sclccGagliano said kicking off lets
Gagliano said he relics heavily tion among the NFL's elite arc ' him show the scouts hO\n'crsatifo
upon his center and good friend, hig".-;- so docs Skinkis.
he can be on the field.
·
junior Kevin Skinkis.
· , "We're good friends and best of _ "It gives me an opportunity to_
"Kevin Skinkis is awesome," he buddies," Skinkis said,: "We showcase my talents in a different
said, "I mean, he delivers the ball• - always stick together and remind manner," he said. "I definitely feel
right where I need it. He's one of eaci1 other that we're out there for like it will help me.
.:- , ·... ,
. the best."
.
cine another.
· .
:
:"Everything is just <:oming .
·Skinkis said the feeling is mutu· "Gags (short for Gagliano) is a together at the tight timc. lt's'pret- ,
·•-"
great kid, _an_d if~'d like to sec ty exciting." ,. ·
·
__ ~
al.
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Daily Egyptian ---

Team USA i~linii11ates Slovakia
Ncwsday

round with n 9-3 victory over elim- Leetch frocturcd his foot in the final
inated Team .Slovakia (0-3) game of the regular season and
NEW -YORK-There is the .Tuesday night·in a skatefcst that. underwent oral surgery before
graceful skating, and the way Brian featured a hat trick from Keith Game l against the· Montreal
Leetch handles the puck~ if ii were Tkachuk. The American.~ play the Canadi..:ns, leaving him disoriented
a goose feather. Jn the locker room winner of Friday's Finland-Russin' on painkillers. In Game 5 against
the Cnnadiens, Lcctch's season
he says little but strides with the quancrfin:11 Sunday in Onawa.
confidence of a Stanley Cup chnm- · Leetch longs for a fresh stan allcr nearly ended when he crn.~hcd hcadpion. · ·
_
.
injuries and a gcncrnl malaise stunt- first into the boards, rcaggravating
Leetch, the New York Rangers'.. cd his effectiveness and helped a nerve injury in his left shoulder
All-Star defense man, is taking his usher the Rangers out of the play- that still is only 85- percent healed.
• tum in Madison Square Garden as offs in the second round. "I felt
"h's going lo be weak," said
captain of Team USA - a "great good three week.~ before the play- u.-ctch, who injured the shoulder in
honort he says-,- eight y.:an: and . offs and I stmted losingjump in my Ilic 1992-93 season. "It got back to
one ring after he did the same for , legs and never regained it," said 90 percent and I reinjurcd it again
the 1988 Olympic team. ·
Leetch, who assisted on goals by lnstycar. ll'sdcftnilelyno1asstrong
·
"Brian has done anything and John LeClair and Mike MO<lano. as before I hun it"
He has been· diligenl with
cvcrything that's been done in this -. ~•It's like a pitcher having a tired
game," Team USA gcncrnl m:inag- arm, you can't get that ·extra pop. strengthening exercises and took no
er Lou Lnmoricllo said. "lie docs it 1bat's how_ I felt 1bcrc wa.~ basi- time off from workouts in the off•
on the ice and very quicdy off the cnlly nothing physically wrong."
season. Leetch appears Iii and trim
ire."
·
sThc 28-yenr-old former Conn and shows little signs or being
.• - Nearly healthy afteran injury- Sniythe and Norris Trophy winner slowed by the shoulder injury durplagued playoffs last season. Leetch . led NHL defcnscrncn in scoring last ing the World Cup. His hip check
is reeding off the spirit the sca.~n with 85 points but had only of Pavel Dure in an cxhibilion game
Amcricans have generated in the a goal and six assists in l l playoffs knocked the Russian Rocket out or
WorldCuploumamcnt Team USA, gn~beforctheRangcrslosttothe _ lhc tournament with a kidney
(3-0) completed a sweep of the. first PitL~burg~ Penguins in live games. bruise.

_l•MmitH•I
Technique change works for_ Dolphins' kicker
foot, pul together a brilUtc,t presea-

The Sporting News
•

says. "But he just went and practiccd a million limes until it fell
right"
The result of Nedncy's chan 0e,
which proouccd a smoother
approach lo the ball, wa.~ the elimination ofn chronic hook in his kicks.
, ."I have a naturnl hook on the ball
and really worked hard 10 get rid of
it,.. Ncdncy says. "It's really worked
out well. 'The ball's traveling much
straighter now." _ '

son and made Sloyanovich expend-

Most ol:is~rvcrs didn't give
Dolphins kicker Joe Nedney much
-of a chance at unseating veteran Pete
Stoy::novich, the fourth most nccurate kicker in NFL history. Bui for
Nedncy, the cPmpetilion went off:
without a hitch. Llternlly.
Thanks to a simple change in
technique during the ·offsenson,
Ncdncy, who kicks with his left

able. Jimmy Johnson traded
Stoyanovich to Kansa.~ City for a
conditional fifth-round draft pick in

1997. '
Credit Dolphins special teams
, coach Mike Westhoff with discov-

ering a subtle problem in Nedncy's
approach.
· "It's a minor th!ng,just like something in a golf swing,"· "".cstho~

Locke said the younger players to have to step up and handle thing.~.
dennitcly stepped up Tuesday, and both of them did a very nice
which is nothing lesr· than what she job." ·. '· ·
' · ·· · ·
. ·
expected.,·.
.
· ·· ·' ·. .
.
. Locke added that J\foreland nctu-.
: ·•we have 10 rely upon them. We ally was upset with her own perfor~
ha\·c to expect that they are going to mance
-play that way," she said. "Marlo·. Fish.er agreed she did nothing'
having 26 kills and Lindsay having; spectacular in the win over SEMO.
19 kills is no surprise to me because
•1 don't know ifwc thir.kofit as
l know what they're capable of.
. stepping up... she said. "We're just
, "Someone on the team was going _· out then: doing our jobs."

Volleyball
continued from JXlge 16 .
career high 26 kills, five blocks and
eight dig.~ while Fisher, an outside
. hitter/middle blocker in biological
sciences, cashed in on a career high
19 kills with four blocks and eight
digs.
.

CENTRAL.-HGSPITAL.1
FORANiMALS

·.·~

Participate in the ..·.
-
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• Flea baths available ·

GUNVIEW ROAD,

BEHINDMURDAU:
SHOPPING ONTIR.
PHI 54~4PET (4na) .

CA'llIRVDJ.E LOCATION A
JUNCTIONOFMWR.T.13
&:R.T,1"-' ,
PHI 300-455-6536

Gordo~ Rhine, DVM

Richard Jefferson, DVM

Kimberly Talley, DVM

Largest Selection.··of
BENEFITS For your organization:
_. Meet more then 2000 potential members
.-. Increase your orgcnizclion's visibility
_. Have FUN!!!
_. S~icl giveaways
_. 3 FREE tickets lo Cc.imivcl of Craziness
Contad tho Student Programming Council (SPC)
3rd Roor Student Cerirer, ask lor Amy 453•2721,
. lo nllel'VO Cl 1pot_lar your organization • • · • _
Deadlin~ is 4;30 ~m, Friday, Sep:ember 6 :

Sponsor a gama and recei~ 3 additional
FREE tic,cls to Carnival ol Crazincssl/l ·

_ - ~ · fc,otw_ear·
Southern Illinois _w/ sizes up. to 16.
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BASEBALL·
Saluki baseball to have tryouts Tuesday

Thursdriy,.Scptembcr 5, 1996
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Salukis break_lOsing streak

record their first win of the season. '
going to react (to facing SEMO after the
After winning the first game 15-1 I, opening losses), so it was good that we
the Salukis dropped the second 13-15.
played really hard nnd we won," Coach
The Salukis came back to.crush Sonya Locke said. "We nre just looking
The ·snJC won~n•s volleyball t ~ ' SEMO 15-3 in the third game, only to to continually improve." ·
• bounced back, after opening the season lose game four 13-15, which set up the
After a short practice Monday dedi~
with four straight losses. with a win over do-or-die game five. The Salukis won catcd to addressing the problem of com•
mitt:ng
too many unforced errors; Locke
Southeast
Missouri
State
University
game
five
15-10
to
end
the
match
and
its
Royals lose Montgomery to surgery_
said the team definhely showed
Tuesday night in Cnpe Girardeau.
. four-gnme losing streak. .
Relief pitcher Jeff Montgomery of the Kansa.~ Ciiy
· 11ic .Salu~s needed all five g ~ to
"I wasn't sure of how our team was improvement from'its four opening loss-·
Royals will miss the rest of the season to undergo
es during Friday and Saturday's
arthroscopic surgery ·on his right shoulder 10 rcm'>ve
Washington State Cougar Challenge.
a bone spur:~ tontgomcry end~ his season lending the __
During the Cougar Challenge, SIUC
team in saves with 24 saves and a 4.26 ERA in 48 · ·
fell to Gonzaga University, Idaho State
appearances.
·
University, the University of Tulsa nnd
host Wnshington_State University.
FOOTBALL
In Washington, SIUC averaged a mere
.098 percent hitting as a team, compared
Smith's condition remains questionable
to its .333 percent against SEMO.
Emmit Smith of the world champion Dallas
·: "My intentions were to make sure that
Cowboys is questionable for Sunday's game :igainst
what we practiced we realty concentratthe New York Giants. Smith went face first into the
ed on;·" Locke said. "I just went in
ground on a fake hand-off play Monday night against
· knowing that we had a short practice and
the Bears and suffered a strained neck and left shoulconcentrated on specific things."
der. Smith and team officials said they feel optimistic
Mpnique Galvin, a sophomore middle
about his chances for playing. Backup running back
blocker injoumali~m from Chicago, said
Sherman Williams will a.~sume_ the starting job if
Monday's practice was very helpful,
Smith is unable lo go: .
__
although it wa.~ not solely respons_ible for
Tuesday's win. ·
Lloyd has se~son-ending _knee surgery
''.'The win w:: got was because we exeGreg Lloyd of the Pittsbuigh Steelers underwent
cuted what we did in practice every.
surgery for his season-ending knee injury suffered in
day," said Galvin.
the sca.wn opener against the Jack.wnville Jaguars.
Marlo Moreland, nn undecided sophoThe surgery to repair a tom tendon in his left knee is
more from Lancaster, Texas and Lindsay
expected 10 cost ~im a year of rehabilitation.
Fisher, a sophomore from Rantoul, led
the team by setting personal records in
NFL announces Players of the Week
kills.
The NA.. has announced its Players of the Week
Locke said the team focused on blockfollowing the kic:',-off.weekend. In the NFC, Green
.
c.J • ns IC. Bwl · - The DJily CgyptiJn ing and passing.
Bay's Brett Favre, Minnesota linebacker Jeff Brady
Moreland, an outside hitter, had a and Carolina kicker John Kasay earned the top honSaluki middle blocker Monique Galvin <left) spikes Ille ball into lite block of lier
ors. In the AFC, ruokie running back Karim Abdul• see VOLLEYBALL, page 14
teammates during practice Wednesday.
.
· · . ·
·
Jabbar of the Miami Dolphins, rookie linebacker Ray
Lewis of the Baltimore Ravens and San Diego kicker John Carney took the honors.
The SIUC men's baseball team is having uyoul~ at
Abe Martin Field at 2 p.m. Tuesday. Anyone interested in trying out for the team is welcome to attend.
For more information, contact Coac.:h Dan Cnllahan or
Assistant Coach Ken Henderson at the Saluki ba.~ball office al 453-2802.

Taxpayers to foot bill for Bucs' Stadium
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers nre in line for a r.ew
S200 million football stadium thanks to ta.,payers in
Florida's Hillsborough County. A majority of the
voters, 53 percent, said they would pay an extra half
percent in sales tax for the next 30 years in order to
keep the team.. Proponents say the tax hike also will
help fund other civic projects, while opponents argue
there is nothing wrong with the Buccaneers 30-ycarold home, Tampa Stadium.

INTERNATIONAL
Swedes uneasy ,about 2004 games
The bomb that went off in Atlanta's Olympic
. Centennial Parle and the heavy organimtional burden
during the summer Olympics nre sending chills down ·
the spines of future hosts. An International Olympic
Committee is scheduled to visit Stockholm. Sweden
this month to a.= its bid. But Sweden, who hoped
to host the 200t Olympics, has seen a 52-percent
jump in opposition to the games.

THIS DAY IN SPORTS

9/5/6?
Tom Seaver became the first 20-game winner for
the New York Mets by defeating the Philadelphia
Phillies 5-1 in the first game of a double header.
Seaver, along wi1h rookie Nolan Ryan, led the Mel~
to the team's first winning season in its eight years of
existence on the way !O a World Championship.

By L Bruce Luclcett
Daily Egyptian Reponer
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Gagliano has promising future
By Michael Deford
DE Sports Editor

. # It was just a

SIUC Football Coach Shawn
Watson says Saluki punter Mark .
Gagliano's professional _stock is on
the rise:
·
Watson said Gagtiano's past t~o
seasons as SIUC's premier runter
have already attracted the attention of
professional scouts and will attract
even more in the future.
"He is getting several looks now,"
Watson said. "He· was going to get
looks to begin with, but I think he's
getting a lot more, and people are very .
serious about him."
Throughout his career at SIUC,
Gagliano has been a consistent mainstay on SIUC's corps of special
teams.
Gagliano, now a senior, first
attracted the attention of professional
scouts as a sophomore at_ SIUC in

good day.
The p~~t team did great job
Saturday. Our cqverage and'

a

protection was just

awesome.,,.
Mark Gagliano,
Saluld pziuter
1994, when he averaged 41.4 yards
per punt for fourth best in Division 1AA.
. Last season the Collierville, Ten11.,
nati\·e averaged 40.1 yards per punt. He hasn't missed a beat this year
either.
Gagliano set SIUC and Gateway
Conference marks.against Central
Arkansas Saturday whc_n five of his

punts yielded 267 yards.
"His punting is outstanding"
Watson said. "Al any level in the
·country, he is one of the best in-college football. He proved it Saturday."
Gagliano also handled SIUC's kick~
off duties Saturday with equal success; four of his kickoffs landed inside
see GAGLIANO, page 15

-~Jake a Good LOOKat This
For over eighty_ years the back page was off limits to advertisers.
But because of such a·n ove~helrriing demand, manage-menrhas ·
reconsidered .. Now you can take advantage·of this:rare opportunity!
However, !')1any of t~e spaces have already been reserved. So Call
- your ad representative today!!
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